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Constitution outlines educational goals
ARTICLE X 
EDUCATION AND PUBLIC LANDS 
Section 1. EDUCATIONAL GOALS 
AND DUTIES.
(1) It is the goal of the people to 
establish a system of education which
will develop the full educational po­
tential of each person. Equality of 
educational opportunity is guaranteed 
to each person of the state. . . .
The education article in the pro­
posed Montana Constitution is a good
general statement of educational 
goals, according to George Heliker, 
Constitutional Convention delegate 
from Missoula.
Heliker, also a UM economics pro­
fessor, said the article is somewhat 
watered-down from a proposal made 
by the convention’s education com­
mittee, but it is still a marked im­
provement over the education article 
in the present state constitution.
UM President Robert T. Pantzer 
said he believes the article could 
greatly strengthen the Montana Uni­
versity System. The article defines 
more precisely the responsibility and 
authority delegated to the state board 
of education, he said.
The new constitution would provide 
for a state board of education com­
posed of two divisions: the Board of 
Regents of Higher Education and the 
Board of Public Education. The pres­
ent constitution provides for one 
board dealing with all levels of edu­
cation.
Because the Board of Regents is 
charged with specific authority and 
responsibility it would have stronger 
control over the future of the univer­
sity system units, Pantzer explained. 
The present Board of Regents has fre­
quently been criticized because its 
specific areas of responsibility and 
authority have been unclear, he said.
The new board would be making 
decisions about such things as per­
sonnel management and would be 
more involved in budgeting, more ob­
ligated to make the university system
effective, more concerned with under­
standing the nature of the system 
units and more active in the develop­
ment of physical facilities, Pantzer 
said.
The new structuring of the Board 
of Regents would mean that the board 
and top unit administrators would 
have to work much more closely with 
each other, he said.
The regents would be required to 
work directly with the legislature for 
adequate university appropriations, 
Pantzer commented.
He said, “The Board of Regents 
would nurture the welfare of the uni­
versity system units.”
Heliker said, “Now the regents 
would be vested with real authority 
to manage the university system, an 
authority which I consider to be es­
sential to improving and maintaining 
the quality of higher education in the 
state.”
Although the board would be 
stronger, the legislature still would 
have significant control, he said. The 
legislature still would be able to exer­
cise financial influence, he explained.
Heliker said he thought the most 
important goals of the education arti­
cle are educational equality and the 
funding and distribution of funds.
Education committee members were 
especially concerned with the impor­
tance of establishing a system of edu­
cation which would develop the full 
educational potential of each person, 
he commented.
Article will change U system
Section 9. BOARDS OF EDUCATION.
(1) There is a state board of education composed of the board 
of regents of higher education and the board of public education. 
It is responsible for long-range planning, and for coordinating and 
evaluating policies and programs for the state’s educational sys­
tems. It shall submit unified budget requests. A tie vote at any 
meeting may be broken by the governor, who is an ex officio mem­
ber of each component board.
(2) (a) The government and control of the Montana university 
system is vested in a board of regents of higher education which 
shall have full power, responsibility, and authority to supervise, 
coordinate, manage and control the Montana university system 
and shall supervise and coordinate other public educational insti­
tutions assigned by law.
(b) The board consists of seven members appointed by the gov­
ernor, and confirmed by the senate, to overlapping terms, as pro­
vided by law. The governor and superintendent of public instruc­
tion are ex officio non-voting members of the board.
(c) The board shall appoint a commissioner of higher education 
and prescribe his term and duties.
(d) The funds and appropriations under the control of the board 
of regents are subject to the same audit provisions as are all other 
state funds.
Michigan man to head fine arts
Two new deans appointed April-May, 1972
Two new deans have been ap­
pointed to fill vacancies created 
when two deans retire this spring. 
One of the appointments has been 
a member of the University faculty 
for a number of years; the other is 
a newcomer to Montana.
Fine Arts Dean 
Robert Kiley, presently chair­
man of the Central Michigan Uni­
versity art department, Mount 
Pleasant, will replace John Lester 
as dean of the School of Fine Arts 
Aug. 1.
Lester, who became acting dean 
when the former dean, Charles W. 
Bolen, resigned in 1970, will retire 
June 30.
A native of Fall River, Mass., 
Kiley received his B.S. and M.S. 
degrees from the University of 
Michigan, Ann Arbor. He contin­
ued his study at the University of 
New Mexico, Albuquerque, and at 
the Cleveland School of Art, 
Cleveland, Ohio.
Kiley comes to UM with a varied 
background in the arts. A free­
lance photographer with his own 
photography business, he has had 
several one-man exhibits in vari­
ous New York City galleries. He 
also plays reed instruments in jazz 
and chamber music ensembles and 
has performed in a number of 
community theater productions.
Kiley taught design, drawing
and photography at the University 
of Connecticut, Storrs, from 1956- 
68, and was a visiting faculty 
member at Wesleyan University, 
Middletown, Conn., in the summer 
of 1961. He taught at the School of 
Design, Houston, Tex., from 1950- 
52.
Lester, a UM professor of 
voice since 1939, founded and di­
rected the UM Opera Workshop, 
renamed the UM Music Theater 
Ensemble.
He graduated from Southwest­
ern University, Georgetown, Tex., 
in 1932, then studied voice for 18 
months with Oscar Seagle in New 
York City.
Lester spent the next seven 
years studying in France, Italy and 
Germany and appeared several 
seasons in Italian opera in Milan 
and other cities.
Returning to the United States, 
he operated his own voice studio 
in New York City from 1930 until 
joining the UM faculty in 1939.
Forestry Dean
Robert F. Wambach, professor 
and associate dean of the School of 
Forestry, replaces Arnold Bolle, 
who will retire after serving 10 
years in the dean’s post. Bolle will 
continue teaching at UM following 
his retirement as dean in June.
Wambach, who was bom in De­
troit, Mich., studied Russian at 
Syracuse University, Syracuse, 
N.Y., and served five years with 
the U.S. Air Force as a Russian 
linguist. He then attended UM 
where he received a bachelor’s de­
gree in forestry in 1957.
Wambach received his master’s 
degree from the University of 
Michigan, Ann Arbor, and his doc­
torate from the University of Min­
nesota, Minneapolis.
As associate dean, Wambach has 
administered the operation of the 
Lubrecht Experimental Forest, a
Fritz named teacher of year
Harry W. Fritz, 34, assistant pro­
fessor of history, has been selected 
to receive the UM Alumni Associa­
tion’s 1972 Teacher of the Year 
Award.
Student members of Phi Kappa 
Phi, national scholastic honorary, 
chose Fritz to receive the $500 
award for his teaching excellence. 
The award will be presented at the 
PKP spring initiation in May.
George W. Oechsli, executive di­
rector of the UM Alumni Associa­
tion, said the award was estab­
lished “to recognize and reward 
excellence in teaching.”
Fritz, a native of Salisbury, Md., 
joined the UM faculty as an in­
structor in 1967. He received his 
bachelor’s degree in chemistry at 
Dartmouth College, Hanover, N.H., 
in 1960, his master’s degree in his­
tory at UM in 1962 and his doc­
torate in history at Washington 
University, St. Louis, Mo., in 1971.
30,000 acre facility owned and op­
erated by the Montana Forest and 
Conservation Experiment Station. 
When he steps into the dean’s role, 
he will become director of that sta­
tion.
Wambach also supervises the re­
spective departmental coordinators 
of the undergraduate program, the
Robert F. 
Wambach
graduate studies program and ex­
tension and continuing education.
Bolle joined the UM faculty in 
1955 as a professor of forestry and 
began his tenure as dean in 1962. 
He received his bachelor’s degree 
in forestry at UM in 1937 and then 
did graduate work at Harvard Uni­
versity, Cambridge, Mass., where 
he received his doctorate in 1960.
Kissinger visit 
is postponed
The Mansfield Lectures on In­
ternational Relations, a continuing 
series, has been postponed for the 
current academic year.
Henry A. Kissinger, President 
Nixon’s assistant for National 
Security Affairs, was originally 
scheduled to speak at the Univer­
sity on April 14. That date, which 
was later changed to accommodate 
a conflict in Kissinger’s schedule, 
has been rescheduled until next 
year.
“Due to the gravity of the inter­
national situation, Dr. Kissinger 
cannot come to the campus on 
April 28, and although he was most 
willing to establish a later date in 
the Spring Quarter, we find this 
impossible due to conflicts with 
events on this campus,” said UM 
President Robert T. Pantzer.
Pantzer indicated it may be pos­
sible to bring Kissinger to campus 
early in the 1972-73 academic year, 
and to schedule an additional 
Mansfield series speaker later in 
the same year.
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UP, UP AND AW AY—Costumes and actions form a geo­
metrical alliance in a dance performed by three members 
of the UM Dance Company. The annual spring concert, pre­
sented April 28-29, was an experimental effort by the group 
using projections, lighting effects, props and electronic 
music.
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Students favor funding environmental group
By a margin of 4-1, University 
of Montana students have ap­
proved funding of a non-profit 
research group dedicated to con­
sumer protection and to preserva­
tion of a quality environment.
A total of 5,515 students voted 
at Spring Quarter registration to 
determine whether Montana Pub­
lic Interest Research Group (Mont- 
PIRG) should be financed through 
student fees.
If the funding proposal is ap­
proved by the Board of Regents 
at its July meeting, MontPIRG 
will collect an optional $1 from 
each student at Fall Quarter reg­
istration. If a student chooses not 
to fund MontPIRG, his $1 will be 
refunded.
MontPIRG was organized to 
provide a constant vigil for the 
public interest, according to Jim 
Betty, an organizer .of the group.
Issues the group could focus on 
may include landlord-tenant rela­
tionships, better medical care for 
low-income people, elimination of 
sex and racial discrimination, cor­
porate responsibility, health and 
safety provisions for industrial 
workers, and protection of the en­
vironment against misuse and de­
struction, he said.
A speakers' bureau is being or­
ganized at UM, Betty said, to in­
form student and community 
groups about the MontPIRG con­
cept. Membership in the bureau 
will be drawn from the 228 stu­
dents who indicated at registration 
that they would like to become 
active in the group.
“Residents of Montana must un­
derstand that MontPIRG will not 
be a group of malcontents or radi­
cals with an ax to grind,” he em­
phasized.
Although MontPIRG will be a 
research organization founded and 
supported by students, Jim Walsh, 
another organizer, said the group
will deal with Montana issues, not 
campus issues.
The group will have a student- 
directed, student-financed base, 
but its office will be off-campus 
and will be open to receive com­
plaints from the community. The 
corporation will be separate from 
the University; all services, facili­
ties and equipment will be paid for 
by MontPIRG.
MontPIRG will act as a citizens' 
representative to federal and state 
agencies responsible to Montana 
residents. Betty said the group will 
be capable of drafting model leg­
islation and taking test cases to 
court on behalf of Montana citi­
zens.
Responsible participation of stu­
dent and community groups will 
be the backbone of MontPIRG, 
Walsh said.
The group’s structure will begin 
on campus, where funds will be 
gathered by the optional fee at 
registration. Students then will 
elect officers for the local group 
and members for a state board of 
directors. The state board will be 
responsible for all decisions about 
funding allocations, Walsh said. 
The board will let contracts for a 
full-time, paid, professional staff 
of two lawyers and two research­
ers and will decide what issues 
will be researched and what action 
will be taken.
The group will have an advisory 
board in the community and will 
ally with citizens’ groups to stimu­
late dialogue between the Univer­
sity and the community, Walsh 
said. Organized citizens' groups al­
ready have contacted the steering 
committee, Betty said, because 
they are interested in involving 
students in community issues they 
are researching.
Walsh said work-study alloca­
tions, summer internships and re­
search grants will be available for 
students interested in the program. 
Students also may work for the 
program under the University 
Omnibus Number, an independent 
studies program.
MontPIRG was inspired by a 
similar organization in Oregon— 
the Oregon Student Public Interest 
Research Group (OSPIRG). Walsh 
said he talked last year with OS­
PIRG organizers in Portland and 
became interested in the idea. He 
also talked with organizers in 
Washington, where a WashPIRG 
proposal is currently before the 
state's Board of Regents.
Last December Walsh, junior in 
law from Seattle, and Betty, grad­
uate student in forestry from Kal­
amazoo, Mich., officially estab­
lished the MontPIRG Steering 
Committee, Inc., which began 
planning the organization of Mont­
PIRG. Similar comnuttees were 
then established at the six units 
of the Montana University System 
and at several private Montana 
colleges.
The public interest aspects of 
MontPIRG originally were devel­
oped by consumer defender Ralph 
Nader’s Public Interest Research 
Group and the Center for the 
Study of Responsive Law.
Walsh said the Montana chapter 
will not be tied to any national 
organization or group.
Petition drives have been made 
at Eastern Montana College, Bil­
lings; Montana State University, 
Bozeman, and Carroll College, Hel­
ena. Fifty per cent of the students 
at Eastern signed the petition in 
favor of collecting $1 from each 
student for MontPIRG funding. 
Results from the MSU and Carroll 
petition drives have not been tab­
ulated.
Nader's assistant, Don Ross, is 
tentatively scheduled to visit Mon-
Speakers protest Vietnam war
As part of a nationwide strike 
at colleges and universities to pro­
test recent escalation of the war in 
Vietnam, approximately 200 stu­
dents and faculty members par­
ticipated in a day-long teach-in at 
the University on April 21.
Nine faculty members, three 
campus ministers and several stu­
dents gave narrative accounts of 
the Indochina conflict.
More than 400 students signed 
a petition that was sent to Presi­
dent Nixon in a telegram spon­
sored by the Associated Students 
of the University of Montana. The 
telegram called for immediate halt 
of bombing in North Vietnam; 
withdrawal of all U.S. troops from 
Indochina; return of the U.S. to 
the Paris peace talks; denuncia­
tion of the Thieu government in 
South Vietnam; commitment by 
every political candidate to sup­
port anti-war demonstrations, and 
immediate return of all U.S. pris­
oners of war.
Forty students fasted on rice and 
liquids for two days as an “ex­
pression of grief and horror in time 
of calamity,” according to a pledge 
each student made when he began 
his fast.
One student, Wayne Montgom­
ery, began a two-week fast on 
April 21 to protest U.S. involve­
ment in Southeast Asia. He said 
his was a “Christian position rec­
ognizing the tragic mistake of our 
involvement in Indochina.”
Now a UM journalism student, 
Montgomery was one of two rep­
resentatives to the 1960 Republi­
can Convention. He ran for U.S. 
Congress twice against former 
Rep. Arnold Olsen and, in 1968, 
ran for governor on the New Re­
form Party ticket.
The Missoula Women for Peace 
operated a voter registration table 
in the University Center mall, 
stressing the need for students to 
wield their political power.
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PE ACE--Students listen to speakers during 
a teach-in held in protest of escalation of the 
war in Vietnam. The day-long teach-in at the
Photo by B. Nettles
University Center April 21 drew a crowd of 
200y less than attendance at previous peace 
movements on campus.
tana schools in May to climax 
the fund drives, Walsh said. Nader 
and Ross are co-authors of Action 
for Change, the original book 
dealing with the concept of the 
Public Interest Research Group.
Vermont, Minnesota and Penn­
sylvania, in addition to Oregon, 
have state Public Interest Research 
Groups, Walsh said. Michigan, 
New York, North Carolina and 
Texas, as well as Washington and 
Montana, are working to form 
state groups.
D ean  D efin es U M ’s role
By Richard A. Solberg
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences
Because of its very nature, the University is a social institution 
that must be capable of the most dynamic changes. However, in 
practical terms, universities frequently find great difficulty in im­
plementing innovations and im­
provements which in fact are 
agreed upon by the members of the 
University community as being 
necessary and in some cases man­
datory. The basic function of a 
university, too frequently lost from 
sight, is to improve a student's 
capacity for knowledge, his, capa­
bility for thought, and his under­
standing of himself and the world 
aropnd him. All other functions 
and activities of a university fol­
low from this premise.
All programs, be they traditional 
or innovative, must then be viewed 
ih the context of what is better for 
the sake of students, and thus so­
ciety, in comparison to what has 
gone on before. Change for change’s 
sake alone may be the substitution 
of one tyranny for another, with no 
obvious need to do so.
Recognizing that constructive change is essential to the survival 
of higher education, almost every major university in the United 
States and abroad has addressed itself to long overdue revisions of 
its internal structures and curricula. Many have forged ahead as 
a result of pressures felt by institutions and in so doing have found 
themselves on tangents, have stumbled economically, and have had 
to retrace their steps back to points at which innovations were too 
hastily implemented.
The University of Montana, because of its tradition and severe 
budgetary restrictions, has been able to profit by the mistakes of 
other institutions. The result has been the slow and sometimes 
ponderous consideration of almost every new academic venture 
that is proposed at this institution.
Another aspect of that care for educational experiences is the 
deep involvement of the faculty in the governance of the institu- 
committees) a strong and responsible Faculty 
Senate. and a deep commitment to excellence by the individual 
faculty members have led to critical review of all innovations. Con­
tinual insistence on critical review has been encouraged bjr the 
president and the academic vice president. Both regard educational 
experimentation as a prerequisite to the vitality of the University, 
and at the same time both are quick to recognize that the expertise 
of over 400 faculty members must come into play at every innova­
tive juncture.
It is a foregone conclusion that any educational program, once 
established, is in the hands of the faculty and students. Faculty and 
administration are committed to seeking detailed analyses from 
both undergraduate and graduate students during the course of 
planning alternative educational programs.
Such things as student research programs, student community- 
involvement activities, experimental classes, learning laboratories 
and unstructured (clockwise) classes are but a few examples of the 
kinds of activities engaging students and faculty at the University.
Of equal importance are those educational experiences fostered 
through personal and small-group contact that have no formal 
designation and, in fact, might lose their power and excitement by 
formal designations.
Small informal student groups enrolled in such formal programs 
as Black Studies, Indian Studies, Social Welfare, Environmental 
Studies and Humanities are as busy with innovations in educa­
tional experiences as those that are on the books and in the Uni­
versity catalog as formal programs. All the better, for this is what 
a university is about: change, renewal, revision, curricular innova­
tions—all of them designed and calculated to be responsive to the 
changing needs of our time and culture.
In the near future there will be seen an ever-increasing tempo 
of independent study by students; fuller utilization of the individ­
ual expertise and interests of both student and faculty; less rigid, 
but no less intellectually demanding programs of study, and an 
ever-deepening commitment by the University to improve the 
quality of the students’ educational experiences a t the University of 
Montana.
Knowledge, wisdom and society itself evolve in different forms 
and in different ways much more quickly than does the University 
structure in which these very things are fostered, studied and ex­
perienced. Our hope is to try to ease the time lag by constantly 
recognizing its existence and attempting to speak to it through 
continued re-evaluation and redesign of the University.
The time lag must not only be eased, but the University must be 
ahead of general social evolution, even though a university is but 
a part of society. The University must be the singular site of un­
fettered criticism of society and of considerations for the future 
condition of mankind. We must be foresighted enough to anticipate 
changes in society and adapt our educational programs pre, not 
post facto.
Evidence abounds where colleges and universities have reacted 
“after-the-fact,” and yet warning signs were erected years before 
the social crises emerged. Examples of such crises are the envi­
ronmental crisis, the population explosion, the dehumanization 
correlated with advanced technology, international strife fostered 
by transportation and lack of cross-cultural communication. Stu­
dents were not adequately exposed to these types of problems until 
after the crises assumed major proportions. Universities must be 
bold in their analyses and predictions and innovative in dealing 
with educational experiences in order to prepare humanity for a 
continually evolving world. The role is frightening in scope and re­
sponsibility, yet welcomed by students, faculty and administration.
Richard A. Solberg
UM Foundation seeks support 
to preserve experimental forest
The Lubrecht Experimental For­
est, outdoor laboratory for the Uni­
versity of Montana School of 
Forestry and the largest watershed 
in the country controlled for sci­
entific use, is threatened by spec­
ulative land sales within its 
boundaries which may destroy its 
value as a controlled facility.
The Forest, which includes major 
plant species of the Northern 
Rockies, is 30 miles east of Mis­
soula along the Blackfoot River 
and includes-the entire upper wa­
tershed of Elk Creek, a tributary 
to the Blackfoot.
A total of $150,000 is needed to 
purchase 711 acres of private land 
within and adjacent to the 28,000- 
acre Forest.
The UM Foundation borrowed 
$60,000 of this amount from Nature 
Conservancy, a conservation group 
devoted to buying outstanding 
examples of the American envi­
ronment for preservation and re­
search. The loan was used to 
purchase 401 acres immediately 
adjacent to the Forest.
This loan must be repaid through 
contributions of alumni, parents 
and friends of the University.
Another 310 acres within the 
Forest must also be purchased.
With the help of Nature Con­
servancy and Trout Unlimited, a 
national conservation group, the 
Foundation has raised $60,000 to­
ward its $150,000 goal through 
fund-raising cocktail parties in San 
Francisco, New York City and Chi­
cago; more donations are forth­
coming. Additional gatherings are 
planned for Los Angeles, Denver 
and Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Hosts at the fund-raising parties 
include: Myma Loy, New York 
City, actress who was born near 
Helena; Joseph E. McDowell, 
Ovando, retired board chairman of 
Servomation Corporation; Charles 
A. Lindbergh, New York City, 
famed aviator whose son, Land, 
operates a ranch adjacent to the 
Forest.
Judge George H. Boldt, Wash­
ington, D.C., UM alumnus and
A $110,000 study, financed by 
the Louis W. and Maud Hill Fam­
ily Foundation of St. Paul, Minn., 
will explore the feasibility of es­
tablishing an integrated health 
professions program at the Uni­
versity of Montana.
In a letter notifying UM Presi­
dent Robert T. Pantzer of the 
award, John D. Taylor, Hill Foun­
dation executive director, said four 
grants would be made over a two- 
year period. The first grant of 
$21,000 was made April 1. Suc­
ceeding awards will be $20,000 on 
Oct. 1, 1972; $35,000 on April 1, 
1973-, and $34,000 on Oct. 1, 1973.
Richard G. Landini, UM aca­
demic vice president, said the main 
objectives of the program would 
be to strengthen existing programs 
in health related fields, to increase 
the number of students enrolled in 
several clinical areas, and to inter­
est students in interdisciplinary 
study.
chairman of the U.S. Pay Board; 
Paul Hoover, San Francisco, hon­
orary board chairman of Crocker 
National Bank; Gage Lund, Pied­
mont, Calif., retired president of 
Standard Oil of California; Jack 
Pope, San Jose, Calif., president of 
Food Machinery Corporation, who 
was bom near Helena, and Elliott 
Donnelly, Chicago, board chairman 
of Trout Unlimited and of Lake­
side Press.
The program proposal evolved 
from the work of faculty members 
of the UM Medically Related Pro­
grams Committee. The two-year 
study will be conducted by faculty 
in medically related programs at 
the University.
These programs include clinical 
psychology, speech pathology and 
audiology, social welfare, special 
education, physical therapy, zo­
ology, chemistry, microbiology and 
botany.
The Louis W. and Maud Hill 
Family Foundation was established 
in 1934 for “charitable, education 
and scientific purposes which con­
tribute to the public welfare in 
such a manner as shall to its Board 
of Directors seem best.”
The Hill Family Foundation has 
awarded more than $37 million in 
grants to institutions in the North­
west.
Health program proposed
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Campus Briefs |
Student Group The UM Student Environmental Research
Granted NSF Funds Center (SERC) has been awarded a $10,700 
grant by the National Science Foundation for 
a student-originated study of air pollution in the Missoula valley. The 
NSF grant is the first to be presented to a student research group in 
Montana. SERC, now in its first year of operation, is financed through 
student activity fees.
Alt Elected David Alt, associate professor of geology, has
Senate President been elected president of Faculty Senate. His 
term extends from April 1972 to April 1973. 
Alt has been a Senate member for two years and a member of Budget 
and Policy Committee, renamed Executive Committee, for one year. He 
succeeds John E. Van de Wetering, professor and chairman of history.
Dean Clow Receives Maurine Clow, associate dean of students, is 
National Award one of 24 women educators who recently re­
ceived professional achievement awards from 
the National Association of Women Deans and Counselors at the group’s 
56th annual convention in New York City. Dean Clow was cited for 
outstanding contributions to guidance and personnel work.
Applications for Exchange Sophomores and juniors may attend 
Program Being Accepted any of several participating institutions
in the United States for one or more 
quarters through the National Student Exchange Program. Students may 
apply through Mike Frellick, assistant director of admissions, Room 208, 
Main Hall, University of Montana, Missoula 59801.
Information Bank Tape recordings explaining UM services are now 
Opens in Library available in the Library for new students. The 
recordings were made by the Student Informa­
tion Bank, financed through a Ford Foundation grant to the University.
Barristers Meet The spring Continuing Legal Education—
at Annual Conference Montana conference April 21-22 focused on
administrative law and the 1971 Montana 
Administrative Procedure Act, which is the framework for state admin­
istrative agencies with rule-making and adjudication powers. The Bar­
rister’s Ball and awards banquet, several class reunions and a smoker 
were held in conjunction with conference activities.
Com m unity o f learners goal o f  encounter group
By Diane Gaddis
Regarded a decade ago as a suc­
cessful approach to problems of 
alienation, the encounter group has 
acquired a new role in the educa­
tive processes of the university. 
The encounter group provides a 
learning situation which may be­
come an alternative to the formal 
classroom structure with its tradi­
tionally defined teacher - pupil 
roles. A number of colleges and 
universities now offer a variety of 
encounter group training oppor­
tunities.
UM’s first encounter course be­
gan three years ago at the sugges­
tion of John C. Johnson, then a 
newcomer to the faculty.
Johnson, an associate professor 
in social welfare, had not been in 
an academic community since 
1959, when he earned a master’s 
degree in social work from Cath­
olic University of America, Wash­
ington, D.C. He had reservations 
about accepting a teaching posi­
tion, but, at the same time, he had 
strong convictions about how he 
should approach the problem of 
learning.
Johnson believes one approach
to education lies in the group ex­
perience. For ten years he served 
as a clinical social worker and a 
director-in- family-counseling and 
Community mental health pro­
grams across the counfry. His work 
brought him into contact with a 
number of group situations and 
with the possibilities inherent in 
group therapy.
“I view the group as a place for 
growth, like a good family, where 
all the members can grow,” he 
said. “It isn’t necessary to be sick 
to join a group, to talk about here 
and now, you and me . . .  the kinds 
of feelings which are the stuff of 
everyday living.”
At the time Johnson joined the 
faculty, the social welfare depart­
ment was developing an experi­
mental social work training pro­
gram. As a matter of policy, the 
department encouraged new cur­
riculum ideas from its new faculty 
members. Because of his convic­
tion that a valid learning environ­
ment could be fostered through the 
intensive group experience, John­
son proposed a course which he 
called, “Self Encounter and Per­
sonal Growth.”
“I wanted to find some way to
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IN MEMORIAM—H. G. Merriam, right, professor emeritus 
and former English department chairman, gives UM Presi­
dent Robert T. Pantzer a $3,000 check to establish a music 
scholarship fund in memory of Merriam's wife, Doris F. 
Merriam. Interest from the fund will be used for an annual 
award to a UM student who shows '‘genuine talent in the 
study and use of cello,” Merriam said. The late Mrs. Mer­
riam was a cellist in the first orchestra at the University.
develop a learning atmosphere 
where there was at least room 
made for the learner to put to­
gether what he’s  learning with 
what he is,” he said.
The opportunity to attain self- 
knowledge is just one objective of 
Johnson’s course. Another is to 
help students gain the confidence 
to accept one another while devel­
oping more successful methods of 
communication.
“Every imaginable point of view 
exists on this campus,” Johnson 
said. “Some views are poles apart 
and some of them are hardly dis­
tinguishable from each other. Di­
versity is the greatest strength of
Every imaginable 
viewpoint exists here
the University. But that same free­
dom which permits this diversity 
of opinion also gives rise to con­
flicts. We must, if not resolve 
these, at least welcome the dia­
logue of differences.
“Emotion can get in the way of 
this dialogue, and generate unpro­
ductive, alienating conflict,” John­
son explained. “We need to be 
able to resolve emotional conflicts 
in the process of doing the intel­
lectual business of the University. 
Scholars are more than just brains; 
they have feelings, too. Free ex­
pression of both feelings and 
thoughts is essential if the Uni­
versity is to be a community of 
learners.”
The notion of a community of 
learners is an important part of 
Johnson’s approach to education. 
He describes the ideal classroom as 
a place in which all members, as 
citizens of that special community, 
help design their learning envi­
ronment.
The community of learners con­
cept becomes a reality in Johnson’s 
encounter groups. Each group 
must determine its own direction, 
establish its own culture; each 
member must develop his own 
learning objectives and style of 
participating in the group. While 
the actual processes of a session 
vary from one meeting to the next 
and from one group to another, 
members are engaged in finding 
ways to communicate with each 
other, to discuss themselves and to
respond to events in the group sit­
uation.
The first sessions of a group are 
usually the most difficult.
“People are still waiting for-the 
teacher-leader to provide the di­
rection,” Johnson said. “The most 
prominent aspect of a beginning 
group is its confrontation with the 
ambiguity of a new situation in 
which there is no established way 
of behaving and no deliberately 
specified agenda. It is a situation 
which tends to elicit anxiety.
“I still feel nervous myself in 
opening sessions,” Johnson admit­
ted. “That tightness is in my gut. 
And I’ve been in many opening 
sessions.
“Usually I start out by saying so. 
That helps. There are a lot of kin­
dred people there who feel that 
way too. We soon find we have 
something to share with each other 
—our discomfort. Then we can be­
gin doing something about that 
fear.
“Each person must decide for 
himself, ‘Who am I?’ and ‘How 
will I be in this group?’ That in­
volves the perceptions one has of 
oneself. Then, ‘Who are we?’ That 
adds a social or community dimen­
sion to the experience.”
These questions are rarely asked 
in the traditional classroom, John­
son added. The structure of that 
situation ordinarily establishes the 
separate roles of teacher and stu­
dent; interpersonal processes are 
not examined as part of the learn­
ing system, Johnson said.
Traditional roles of student and 
teacher are changing, Johnson be­
lieves. “Today the teacher doesn’t 
need to have as much power as he 
once did. It is more possible to 
build a community of learners 
without reliance on a hierarchical 
distance between teacher and stu­
dent,” he said. “And students seem 
more willing to assume responsi­
bility in directing their own learn­
ing. They depend less on the 
teacher to tell them what to learn, 
how to learn it and when.
“Some students are helping 
teachers to be less afraid,” Johnson 
continued. “They are finding ways 
to communicate to the teacher who 
poses as aloof and distant. ‘You 
can enjoy us, we can enjoy you, 
and you still have our respect. By 
becoming more of a person, you 
will not become less of a scholar,’ 
they say.”
Johnson distinguished between
the operation of the encounter 
group and that of other types of 
groups. At one end of the con­
tinuum are “T-groups” which fo­
cus on experiential concept-for­
mation and skill development. 
Through the group process, mem­
bers learn principles of communi­
cation and the dynamics of human 
interaction, he said.
At the other end of the conti­
nuum is the psychotherapy group 
which is concerned with disabling 
problems which impede daily 
functioning. Persons with disor­
ders of clinical proportions a re . 
treated in this type of group.
“The encounter group is some­
where in the middle)” Johnson 
said.
The real goal of an encounter 
group, Johnson continued, is to 
provide individuals with the con­
fidence necessary to handle the 
accelerated changes of contempo­
rary society.
“According to Warren Bemmis, 
a social psychologist, we must 
learn how to get love, give love 
and lose love, not waste time wal­
lowing in the pain of separation,” 
Johnson said. “Sure it’s a lesson in 
survival. It’s a matter of finding 
ways to be your own person, yet 
be a member of a community . . . 
to belong.”
“Self Encounter and Personal 
Growth” has gained wide student 
acceptance since its initiation three 
years ago. Open to any student 
with Johnson’s consent, the class 
now has sixty people on the Spring 
Quarter waiting list.
The course may be discontinued 
next year, however, when the so­
cial welfare department reassesses 
the deployment. of staff in terms 
of available resources and bur­
geoning enrollment.
Johnson would not regret such 
a change. He points to a number 
of areas which are making use of 
the group as a learning experience, 
areas such as Black Studies and 
Round River.
“This is really the beginning of 
a new model for education. It is 
not for all people, but it is an ad­
junct to the traditional classroom 
structure,” he said.
“There need to be a lot of alter­
natives [to traditional classroom 
learning],” Johnson said. “The 
University must make room for us 
all. The academic revolution is still 
going on. And it should continue 
if there is any validity to academia 
at all.”
Curricular chang
Since September, University of 
Montana students have been re­
lieved of most traditional curricu­
lum requirements.
The changes have freed students 
to determine, with the help of fac­
ulty advisers, their own educa­
tional priorities, according to Aca­
demic Vice President Richard G. 
Landini.
The requirements were relaxed 
in spring 1971 when the Faculty 
Senate abolished group and physi­
cal education requirements and 
changed the foreign language re­
quirement to a departmental op­
tion. The changes became effective 
last September.
Before this action, students had 
to complete one of two group re­
quirements 'options:
(1) Students had to complete at 
least 12 credits in the life sciences 
or physical sciences courses and 
mathematics courses (with at least 
eight of the credits in one disci­
pline), at least one quarter in a 
laboratory course and at least one 
course of three or more credits in 
either the social sciences or the 
humanities courses.
(2) Students had to complete 
two general courses, “Introduction 
to Biological Science” and “Evolu­
tion, Genetics and Man,” and at 
least 12 credits in the social sci­
ences courses or the humanities 
courses, with at least eight of the 
credits in one discipline.
To fulfill the physical education 
requirement, students had to com­
plete three quarters of health, 
physical education and recreation 
(HPER) 100 courses.
Students could complete the for­
eign language requirement by 
choosing one of four options:
(1) Students could show by high 
school transcripts that they had 
completed four years in one lan­
guage or two years in each of two 
languages.
(2) Students could take five 
quarters of one language or three 
quarters in each of two languages 
at the University.
(3) Students could combine high 
school and University foreign lan­
guage experience to equal the sec­
ond option, as approved by the 
foreign language department.
(4) In exceptional cases, stu­
dents could take reading examina­
tions based on the level of attain­
ment expected of a student who 
had passed at least five quarters 
of a foreign language at the Uni­
versity.
In the spring of 1970, the Senate 
also had instituted a pass-not pass 
grading system to encourage stu­
dents to take courses they might 
otherwise have avoided because
they were uncertain about their 
aptitude or preparation. This 
change also became effective in 
September 1970.
The pass-not pass guidelines 
contain the following provisions:
•  Any student may enroll on a 
pass-not pass basis in HPER 100 
courses.
•  A freshman or sophomore 
with a grade-point average of 2.0 
or better may, in addition, take no 
more than one undergraduate 
course a quarter on a pass-not 
pass basis. A junior or senior may 
take any number of pass-not pass 
courses a quarter.
•  No more than 60 pass-not 
pass credits can be counted toward 
graduation.
•  A student may not take 
courses in his major on a pass-not 
pass basis unless his department 
permits him to do so.
•  Courses taken on the option 
will be recorded as pass or not 
pass on the student’s permanent 
record and will not be computed 
in his grade-point average.
•  A student must indicate 
whether he wishes to take the op­
tion on the official program re­
quest card during registration. 
After registration, but prior to the 
end of the sixth week of instruc­
tion^ an undergraduate student 
may, upon request to the registrar, 
change a pass-not pass enrollment 
to an enrollment under the grade 
system.
According to Landini, as it was 
designed, the pass-not pass option 
relieves some of the pressures re­
garding grades so students will 
take new and different courses 
outside their major interests with­
out worrying about a negative ef­
fect on their overall grade-point 
averages.
He said figures currently avail­
able on the number of students 
using the pass-not pass option in­
dicate strong support for the 
change.
When the foreign language re­
quirement was in effect, Landini 
said, students could not develop 
much appreciation for, or under­
standing of, a language. Students 
learn* to fully appreciate a lan­
guage when linguistic skills are 
learned together with the political, 
social, cultural and economic back­
ground of the language, he ex­
plained.
“That appreciation does not de­
velop simply through a series of 
required language courses,” Lan­
dini said.
Students need to learn more 
about the various aspects of the 
foreign culture of which language
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“OUR LIVES MUST REFLECT OUR BELIEFS”—Dave 
Dellinger, anti-war activist and defendant in the Chicago 7 
conspiracy trial, urged a capacity crowd in the University 
Center Ballroom, April 25, to learn self-reliance, to question 
the stances of both the “right” and the “left,” and to shun 
violence in the quest for change.
es reviewed after first year
"It is by education I learn to do 
by choice, what other men do 
by the constraint of fear.”
-Aristotle
is only a part, according to Keith 
McDuffie, chairman of the foreign 
languages department. The depart­
ment will include more of these 
interdisciplinary approaches in the 
future, he said, and will rely less 
on literature.
For example, one course being 
planned will include an overview 
of Latin America—its social, his­
torical, economic and political as­
pects, and how its people view the 
United States.
Another innovation will be 
courses offered in English. Instead 
of studying modern Spain in Span­
ish, students will study it in Eng­
lish.
McDuffie said enrollment in for­
eign languages dropped 10 to 15 
per cent when the requirement 
changed.
But this drop has improved the 
department, he said.
“We don’t have quite the num­
ber of disinterested students that 
we had,” he explained. “Our staff 
was being strained.”
McDuffie said about 50 per cent 
of UM’s departments retained the 
foreign language requirement and 
in some departments with two de­
gree options, one requires lan­
guage and the other does not.
Since the change, the foreign 
language department has divided 
first-year classes into active skills 
and reading courses. This gives 
students a choice of studying the 
literature or the writing and 
speaking skills of a language. The 
new system seems to be working 
well, McDuffie said.
“The enrollment drop has made 
us consider new possibilities and 
approaches,” he said.
One new idea being considered 
is more individualized instruction, 
particularly in lower division 
courses. A student then could learn 
at his own pace, he said. This 
also would help the student learn 
more on his own, he said, and 
would make the instructor more of 
a consultant.
Landini said it is too soon to 
know the outcome of dropping the 
group requirements. He explained 
that students now have hundreds 
of courses and sections to choose 
from the “great sea of academic 
courses out there.” He said he 
senses that many students feel 
adrift and do not know where 
to go or whom to consult for 
guidance. This problem might be 
alleviated, he proposed, by an ad­
visement program, whereby stu­
dents would have permanent ad­
visers.
The group requirement outlook 
on curriculum was a “supermar­
ket approach,” Landini said. Stu­
dents were exposed to many dis­
ciplines, but that did not mean 
that they were absorbing much or 
necessarily enjoying what they 
were learning, he said.
Because of the abolishment of 
the physical education require­
ment, the enrollment in HPER 100 
activity courses dropped about 
one-third, according to Walter 
Schwank, chairman.
Because the reduced enrollment 
affected only the activity courses, 
Schwank said, it did not necessi­
tate any staff reductions. Enroll­
ment in upper division classes in­
creased, as well as the number of 
majors in the department, he said.
The department is now empha­
sizing recreation and leisure sports 
like table tennis, backpacking, 
river floating and ski touring, he 
said, because these classes have 
greater appeal to students and are 
of more value to them in their life 
after college.
The department also has shifted
to more coed classes and has re­
duced the number of team sports 
classes offered each quarter.
Schwank personally favors re­
turning to a six-quarter physical 
education requirement.
“It is just as important to take 
care of the physical well-being of 
the student as it is to stimulate 
his mental development,” he said.
According to Landini, although 
students now are far more inter­
ested in determining their own ed­
ucational priorities, two diverse 
student attitudes exist: students 
who want a goal-oriented, job- 
producing education and students 
who want a flexible, non-struc- 
tured, innovative education.
But, he said, the two attitudes 
tend to mix and make a more 
pluralistic approach to education.
“One thing seems certain:. Our 
students will not go back to the 
ol d,  dehumanized educational 
structure,” he predicted. “Today’s 
student wants not only to do some­
thing with his education but to 
be something because of it.”
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“AMERICAN CULTURE . . . SWALLOWS UP ANY­
THING” — Leslie A. Fiedler, former UM professor and 
chairman of English, speaks to an overflow crowd in the 
Science Complex. Author of Being Busted at 50 and Love 
and Death in the American Novel, Fiedler now teaches at 
State University of New York, Buffalo.
New advising programs initiated
University of Montana students 
can get help with their academic 
problems through two new advis­
ing programs initiated last sum­
mer.
One, the summer orientation and 
registration program, gives fresh­
men and transfer students an op­
portunity to become familiar with 
the campus before the school year 
begins, to get advice about courses 
to take and to register for Fall 
Quarter.
The second program is an on- 
campus advising service which 
helps students who have no de­
clared major.
Both advising programs were in­
itiated with funds from a Ford 
Foundation grant awarded to the 
College of Arts and Sciences last 
year.
Julie Betty, foreign student ad­
viser, organizes most of the sum­
mer orientation program, while 
Donna Booth, Academic Advising 
Office secretary, coordinates the 
on-campus advising service.
According to Betty, the summer 
program alleviates some of the 
pressures of Fall Quarter registra­
tion because it allows many new 
students to register early.
In the first summer program last 
year, freshmen and transfer stu­
dents attended one-day sessions. 
This summer, students will be in­
vited for two days—July 6 and 7 or 
Aug. 10 and 11.
Orientation sessions, are offered 
during Summer Session, Betty ex­
plained, so new students may visit 
classes if they wish.
The new students will arrive on 
campus on a Thursday morning. 
They may then check into Aber 
Hall, if they plan to stay overnight
on campus. After a welcome by 
Robert Fedore, dean of students, 
the visitors will meet with group 
leaders for discussions and then 
with their assigned advisers for 
counseling about courses and pro­
grams offered by the University. 
Advisers assigned at the orienta­
tion sessions remain the students’ 
permanent advisers.
A steak fry in the University 
Center is planned for Thursday 
evening and free recreational ac­
tivities are offered.
Friday, the new students will 
participate in an orientation ses­
sion and then register for Fall 
Quarter. They do not pay registra­
tion fees, however, until they re­
turn to the campus in the fall.
A $7 fee for the two-day advis­
ing session covers session costs and 
the steak fry. Other meals are not 
included. Students who stay in the 
dormitories overnight pay an ad­
ditional $2.75.
Parents also may attend the ses­
sions, Betty said. Special sessions 
are scheduled for parents to ac­
quaint them with residence halls 
policies, student aid programs and 
Health Service facilities. Betty said 
some dormitory space will be 
available for parents for $2.75 a 
person, and they are invited to at­
tend the Thursday night steak fry 
for $3.25 a person.
For students who have not taken 
the American College Test (ACT), 
which is required for admission to 
the University, special testing ses­
sions are being offered the day be­
fore each orientation session for a 
fee of $8.
The second advising program is 
designed for students who are al­
ready attending the University.
Any student who is undecided 
about a major will be advised 
under this program about his 
choice of subjects. According to 
Booth, about 100 faculty members 
have volunteered to be advisers.
Each student, when he first ar­
rives on campus, is assigned an ad­
viser. But because students change 
programs, decide their advisers 
are not the right ones or decide to 
work out their own programs with­
out advisory help, many students 
become confused about the whole 
advising program.
Many students, Booth said, do 
not know where to go for advice if 
they do not have a selected major.
Her office, on the third floor of 
Turner Hall, is set up to help these 
students. Sometimes, Booth noted, 
the student’s problem is minor 
and she can answer his questions. 
But she usually sets up an appoint­
ment for the student with one of 
the faculty members on her list of 
volunteers.
Both advising programs are ef­
forts by the University to help stu­
dents cope with changing pro­
grams, according to Betty. A few 
years ago, she noted, students were 
encouraged to choose a major as 
soon as they entered. Now, how­
ever, students are encouraged not 
to choose a major for the first 
year or two of their college educa­
tion unless they are certain about 
the field they wish to enter.
Whether a student has a major, 
the University is trying to ensure 
that the student gets the advice and 
help he needs.
As Betty explained, “We want to 
insure that if the student needs an 
adviser, he can get one.”
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WHAT A VIEW! — Round River students appraise the 
beauty of a valley and the mountains beyond during a ski 
and snow shoe tour of Yellowstone National Park. The 
group spent two weeks in the park during February.
CONSIDER THIS POINT — John Lawry, 
right, professor of philosophy teaching in the 
Program in the Humanities and Social Sci­
ences, discusses the background of political 
philosopher Karl Marx with students during
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a seminar session. Humanities sessions meet 
in the basement lounge of Corbin Hall, a 
men’s dormitory, because program profes­
sors believe the informal atmosphere encour­
ages student participation.
Informal structures stress self-motivation
By Vivian Todhunter
The 100 or so people in the sec­
ond-floor classroom sit cross- 
legged on the floor, students and 
professors alike in jeans, old shirts 
and hiking boots.
Paint is peeling off the wall in 
the far comer, and an old battered 
desk sits ignored near the front 
blackboards.
A young man rises and walks to 
the front of the room. He stands 
self-consciously, shifts his feet, 
brushes back his hair. He begins 
to read poetry he has written; he 
speaks of impressions—of rain, of 
trees—but he speaks also of him­
self and how he is changing. His 
words reach the others. Speaker 
and listeners find themselves shar­
ing that moment and those feel­
ings.
*****
The people in this room are par­
ticipants in the Round River Ex­
periment begun Fall Quarter at 
UM. The three-quarter program is 
a study of the environment and 
man’s place in it.
The Round River Experiment is 
one of two experimental, interdis­
ciplinary programs at UM for un-
The real similarity: 
trying to reach 
students
dergraduates. The second, the Pro­
gram in the Humanities and Social 
Sciences, referred to as the Hu­
manities Program, explores the de­
velopment of western civilization 
and the works of its great men. 
Through in-depth studies, the pro­
gram tries to develop an empathy 
between the students and the men 
they study, so that the students 
understand how those philosophies 
have evolved into contemporary 
attitudes.
Round River and the Humanities 
Program have certain similarities. 
Both are taught for three quarters, 
Round River for 16 credits a quar­
ter and the Humanities Program 
for 12. Both are less structured 
than traditional academic pro­
grams. No letter grades, tests or 
lectures are given. Grading is on a 
pass-not pass basis; students who 
do not fulfill requirements receive 
no credit.
In the Humanities Program, three 
professors work with about 75 stu­
dents. The entire group meets 
every Monday for two hours in 
the basement lounge of Corbin 
Hall, a men’s dormitory. In that 
informal atmosphere, the group 
discusses its studies. Students also 
meet three additional times each 
week in smaller groups with a 
single professor. And each student 
meets several times during the
quarter in tutorial sessions with a 
professor in which they discuss the 
student’s journal and papers.
In Round River, five professors 
work with about 100 students. The 
entire group meets about once a 
week; then each professor works 
for the rest of the week with 
smaller groups of about 20 stu­
dents. Each professor sets up tuto­
rial sessions and group discussions 
for his own group.
While similar in structure, the 
programs differ in their approach. 
Humanities students are required 
to keep daily journals and to write 
regularly assigned papers. Though 
Round River students also keep 
journals, they have no required 
papers.
The Humanities Program is 
taught only on campus, but Round 
River includes several off-campus 
field trips during which members 
of the group may spend several 
weeks at the UM Biological Station 
on Flathead Lake, at Lubrecht Ex­
perimental Forest, at Yellowstone 
National Park or some other loca­
tion. Because of the off-campus 
study, Round River students do not 
take additional courses; Humani­
ties students, however, occasion­
ally take other courses.
*****
Three philosophy professors who 
designed the program, John Law­
ry, Thomas Huff and department 
chairman Henry Bugbee, said it 
was patterned after one at the 
University of California at Berke­
ley. However, they note, the pro­
gram is not really new; the idea 
is as old as Socrates.
Lawry and Bugbee have taught 
in the program since it began two 
years ago. The third member of 
the team varies from quarter to 
quarter.
During an interview with Bug­
bee and Lawry, the two men ex­
plained that though Humanities 
students have a lot of freedom, 
they must meet the requirements 
of the course or they are asked to 
withdraw from the program.
Lawry said, “We are offering a 
new way of experiencing things.’’ 
The program tries to get students 
“to take up with the different cul­
tures as if they were reliving 
them,” he said.
A major question: 
where are we going?
Bugbee and Lawry explained 
that in this way the students learn 
more than facts: They develop an 
understanding and appreciation of 
the forces that have shaped west­
ern thought.
The Humanities professors noted, 
too, that they also are having new 
experiences. Because they meet in­
dividually with each student to
discuss his work, they find them­
selves understanding each paper— 
and each student—better than if 
they merely read the papers and 
assigned grades to them. Com­
munication becomes two-way.
Sometimes, Lawry admits, that 
two-way communication can be a 
little difficult to take. Students 
may write whatever they wish in 
their journals, including comments 
about the program, like “bawling 
the hell out of us,” he said.
But the students have their prob­
lems, too. Bugbee said that the 
greatest problem for most students 
is learning to cope with the. lack 
of structure. Since no grades are 
given, the students may turn in 
whatever kind of work they want; 
they may participate in class dis­
cussions as much or as little as 
they wish. Many subsequently go 
through a period of “lost motiva­
tion,” Bugbee said, in which they 
struggle to understand what the 
program offers them and the deep 
commitment it demands in return. 
*****
Round River students also know 
that problem. Their program’s 
structure is even less defined and 
more experimental than the Hu­
manities Program.
Humanities students ask: How 
did this man think and why? How 
did his ideas fit into his time? How 
has man changed?
Round River students ask: What 
kind of world am I living in? What 
is happening to it, and what can I 
do to change it? How do I fit into 
it?
*****
David Sherry, junior in mathe­
matics and philosophy, is commit­
ted to the Humanities Program.
In addition to the required 12 
credits in the Humanities Program, 
he carried 9 more both Fall and 
Winter quarters to complete a se­
ries of calculus courses for his 
mathematics major. Sherry shrugs 
off the extra work. He would 
rather discuss the Humanities Pro­
gram.
He enrolled in the program after 
taking an independent studies 
course in philosophy. Though most 
of the students in the Humanities 
Program are freshmen, Sherry 
asked to be included.
“In order to take up anything,” 
he explained, “you need a broad 
base. This is a better way of get­
ting it than Philosophy 101 and 
102.”
The program builds a kind of 
community for the group, Sherry 
said. He referred to his calculus 
courses and noted that after two 
quarters in class with many of the 
same students, he still felt like a 
stranger. But in the Humanities 
Program a different feeling has 
evolved.
“At the end of Fall Quarter— 
even with kids I’d never talked 
much to—I felt the kinship with 
them.”
Kinship, community. Those are 
words also used by Round River 
students to describe what is hap­
pening to them.
“We are building community,” 
they say.
Is that enough? Or are they 
learning more? Few UM faculty 
members have criticized the aca­
demic merit of the Humanities 
Program, but several have criti­
cized Round River. They ask what 
the students do all day and wheth­
er what they are learning has aca­
demic worth.
Part of the problem is in defin­
ing “education.” Round River stu­
dents do work; some have under­
taken individual projects studying 
environmental problems; others 
have joined community efforts 
such as developing a waterfront 
park system for Missoula.
The students are given a list of 
recommended readings each quar­
ter, but they are not required to 
read them. In short, the students 
are encouraged to study and to de­
velop projects, but they are not 
told they must. They are urged to 
be self-motivating.
This approach has led to some 
unusual definitions of Round River 
by the program’s professors:




“. . . students helping to define 
what their education is and should 
be.” (Bill Leitch)
“I think these kids by and large 
are looking for something that has 
real meaning.” (Joan Uda)
*****
Unlike the Humanities Program, 
Round River does not drop stu­
dents who fail to participate. How­
ever, some students have dropped 
out for varying reasons: lack of 
money or desire to remain in 
school or inability to cope with 
the program’s loose structure.
Constance Staudohar, freshman, 
withdrew from Round River after 
Fall Quarter.
She said, “I really liked the pro­
gram a lot, but I didn’t  really feel 
like I was going to school.”
Staudohar said she needed more 
structure than Round River pro­
vided.
But she said she “learned a lot 
about myself and other people.”
Round River teaches self-disci­
pline, she said. “If you can struc­
ture yourself then there wouldn’t 
have to be an outward structure,” 
she said. “Round River is putting 
most of the responsibility on the 
individual.”
*****
Janet Lanning almost quit the 
Humanities Program, but her frus­
trations were different from Stau­
dohar’s.
Lanning explained, “I have a 
really hard time working with ab­
stractions. I’d rather be dealing 
with everyday things that I can see 
right now.”
She discussed dropping the pro­
gram with one of her professors. 
He advised her to remain for the 
personal attention she could get as 
a student—attention that might 
not be available in regular class­
room situations. Now, she said, she 
is glad she remained.
“It makes you look at things 
differently than you did; It makes 
you see your thinking is relative 
to your time.”
She said the personal attention 
from her professors has helped 
lessen her frustration. She thinks 
that kind of contact enables the 
professors to make more valid 
judgments of their students.
“To me,” she said, “a midterm 
and final are no way to judge a 
person.”
*****
Round River student Judy Gil­
bert agrees. A faculty evaluation 
committee distributed a question­
naire to Round River students 
which included the question, 
“Things I fear I might have missed 
by not being in a ‘traditional’ 
classroom setup.”
Gilbert wrote: “A Geography 
101 exam where three-fourths of 
the class failed—multiple choice.”
*****
The faculty evaluation com­
mittee, appointed by Richard Sol- 
berg, dean of the College of Arts 
and Sciences, and Richard Landini, 
academic vice president, is trying 
to determine whether Round River 
is worth continued development. 
Evaluation results so far are en­
couraging, according to Landini.
The Humanities Program al­
ready has proven its worth. After 
nearly two years of operation, it 
has been approved by the adminis­
tration for permanent status be­
ginning next fall.
One difficulty for Round River 
is its funding—the program was 
initiated with funds from part of 
a $100,000 Ford Foundation grant 
to the College of Arts and Sci­
ences. The grant expires in three 
years. To make Round River per­
manent, the University must agree 
to take over its funding.
In contrast, the Humanities Pro­
gram needed little funding. It was 
initiated by the philosophy depart­
ment, which continued to pay the 
salaries of its professors while they 
taught in the program.
Several departments also loaned 
professors to Round River for one 
or more quarters under the same 
kind of agreement. Additional 
funds for travel and materials are 
supplied through the Ford Founda­
tion grant.
Omnibus program praised
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“DO YOU THINK YOU’RE WHAT THEY SAY YOU 
ARE?”—Mary Magdelene questions Christ in a song from 
the biblical rock opera, “Jesus Christ Super Star.” The 
Original American Touring Company presented 20 of 23 
songs from the opera April 15-16 at the University of Mon­
tana. The touring company performed in modem dress on 
a bare stage before sell-out audiences. The original opera is 
well-known for its extraordinary sets and costumes.
Foreign study: programs offered
By Tina Torgrimson
A University of Montana student 
spent Winter Quarter in Mexico 
fulfilling a 15-credit study of that 
country’s penal institutions.
A year ago, such a venture 
would have been impossible.
But because of the new Univer­
sity Omnibus Number, an inde­
pendent studies program initiated 
last Fall Quarter, students now 
have almost unlimited possibilities 
for independent study.
The omnibus number was es­
tablished three years ago by the 
UM Faculty Senate. The purpose: 
to give students the opportunity to 
create study programs suited to 
their individual interests and 
needs.
Any student can register for up 
to 15 credits a quarter of inde­
pendent studies and may count up 
to 40 credits of it toward gradua­
tion. The student designs his own 
program under the guidance of the 
one or more schools or depart­
ments involved. The program must 
be approved by faculty members 
who will work with the students 
and by the department chairmen.
Work for the program may be 
done on- or off-campus, depending 
on the nature of the study.
Seventy-five students took ad­
vantage of the program Fall Quar­
ter and 122 opted for it Winter 
Quarter. More than 50 students 
are registered under the omnibus 
number Spring Quarter.
Projects have ranged from for­
eign language studies in Europe, 
to a research project at the Con­
stitutional Convention, to promo­
tional television spots in connec­
tion with the Yellowstone Park 
Centennial Observation.
Students and professors alike 
seem to be enthusiastic about the 
benefits of the University Omnibus 
Number and are optimistic about 
its potential.
Cordon Browder, professor of 
sociology and social welfare, has 
worked with six students under 
the program. Projects have in­
cluded a study of the Indian com-
Student-professor 
equality realized
munity on the Crow Indian Reser­
vation in which two students ana­
lyzed education problems, social 
organization and community sol­
idarity: a travel of metropolitan 
areas in the Eastern United States 
related in a diary; a Mexican jail 
and penal institution study, and 
an impact study of a missile com­
plex on a small community.
Browder praised the omnibus 
program. “I think the freedom is 
a good thing. It offers a learning 
experience 10 times more valuable 
than if they (the students) were 
reading about it.”
He said he favors the program 
because it frees the student from 
conventional classroom restraints. 
“The student is doing what he is 
interested in and he puts in much 
more work than he would in a 
class.”
The students are teaching their 
professors, he said. “It is a mutual 
learning experience.”
Browder claimed the program 
has reinforced what he has always 
believed—that the typical class­
room lecture setting is “sort of a 
sterile thing.” “Students get more 
out of this type of learning,” he 
said.
He admitted that the omnibus 
may be affecting the way he 
teaches, especially in smaller 
classes. “I get away from the rigid 
lines around courses more often 
now.”
But he said he does not think 
the omnibus is for everybody. 
“Some students would be lost,” he 
commented.
Gary Gagermeier, senior in bot­
any, said he could not have de­
signed his omnibus program Fall 
Quarter if he had not had the 
needed training and background.
Gagermeier completed a five- 
credit study on the amount of mer­
cury in Montana’s coal, especially 
in the coal in Eastern Montana, 
where two large thermal gener­
ating plants have been proposed.
He said Montana is presently 
tallying the highest national per­
centage of mercury in coal.
Gagermeier emphasized t h a t
some preparation is necessary be­
fore a student can embark on an 
omnibus program, especially in the 
sciences. “If I hadn’t  had the 
knowledge of the techniques and 
the training to know how to carry 
them out, I couldn’t have even be­
gun the project.”
He praised the omnibus program 
and said it gives the student a 
problem and a chance to decide 




Without the University Omnibus 
Number, Mike Morrison, senior in 
speech communications, and six 
other students, could not have de­
veloped a communications project 
they have been working on this 
year.
The students last spring decided 
to develop a film project about the 
speech communications depart­
ment, Morrison said.
The students outlined various 
approaches to the immense subject 
Fall Quarter, Morrison said, and 
Winter Quarter each took a spe­
cific area in communications and 
went in his own direction. This 
quarter, he said, they will try to 
piece together their ideas and re­
cord them on film.
The students each received four 
credits a quarter and were guided 
by Duane Pettersen, assistant pro­
fessor of speech communications.
Morrison applauded the omnibus 
program and said its best attribute 
is that it allows students and pro­
fessors to work as equals on more 
of a person-to-person basis.
In most classes, he said, teachers 
either structure students into bore­
dom and leave no room for imagi­
nation or initiative or so loosely 
structure their classes that stu­
dents don’t know what the teach­
ers want.
The omnibus number gives the 
student more room for imagination 
as well as more leeway to examine 
many different branches of the 
study, he said.
The program is an excellent way 
to escape from the regimentation 
of classes, he said. The teacher is 
more of a friend in this situation, 
he explained, and both student and 
teacher learn.
“I think we have a lot to teach 
teachers, too,” he commented. 
“College is a learning experience 
for the professors as well as the 
students.”
“Too many students depend on 
a professor as a robot,” Clancy 
Gordon, botany professor, re­
marked.
Gordon, who has worked with 
many students on the omnibus 
number, said independent study 
becomes a part of the students.
“The study is very close to them. 
They remember it because they 
have to learn so many more things 
on their own and they have to do 
the struggling,” he said. “They 
must deal with the politicians and 
the developers and the landowners 
and the taxpayers. It is a much 
more realistic learning situation.
“The omnibus number abandons 
the old theory of dishing out and 
receiving back ‘x’-amount of in­
formation,” he said.
Under the old theory, he ex­
plained, the professor threw out 
the information and the students 
wrote it down and later regurgi­
tated it.
“Too many students don’t ques­
tion or attack. They are more com­
fortable by not attacking. When 
a student doesn’t challenge, he 
shows contempt for the professor’s 
ability to change,” Gordon said.
But students work harder on in­
dependent study projects than 
they do in class situations, he said. 
“They’re here at night, on week­
ends, and during vacation.”
Grading this type of learning is 
difficult, he said, because students 
are learning at their own paces 
and in their own ways.
This type of learning has 
changed his attitude toward teach­
ing, Gordon said. “You need free, 
open rhetoric with your students. 
Any course is ruined when you set 
down boundaries and information 
that must be dealt with in the 
course.”
Gordon said omnibus courses
would be better if they all were 
graded on a pass-not pass basis. 
“How can you grade a student on 
something that is himself?”
Gary Israel, senior in political 
science, has been learning Chinese 
through the omnibus number.
Seven students proposed a Chi­
nese language course Fall Quarter 
to Father John Wang, assistant 
professor of foreign languages. So 
Wang has been teaching a five- 
credit course in Chinese every 
quarter since then.
Israel said he finds that he does 
not worry as much about grades 
in the Chinese course. The class is 
informal, the teacher is interested 
and he is getting to know all of 
the students, he said.
“There is no question that I will 
retain more from this class than a 
traditional foreign language class,” 
he said. “This kind of classroom 
situation motivates me more be­
cause it is more personalized.” 
Father Wang said the course is 
structured like any other begin­
ning language course, but that 
Chinese is a difficult language. He 
said he hopes that next year he 
will have a larger class or that the 
course can be offered on a regular 
basis.
Warren Brier, dean of the School 
of Journalism, who has guided 
several students in the omnibus 
program, praised it because it “en­
ables the student to get out into 
a unique learning situation.”
Brier said one especially good 
aspect of the program is that stu­
dents are learning from their con­
tacts with many people, rather 
than learning from their peers in 
a classroom.
The program allows for more 
imagination and creativity as op­
posed to a class with a set ritual 
and a unit of information to be 
absorbed, Brier said.
“The crucial question is: Is the 
student learning something?” Brier 
said. “If he is, then the program 
is worthwhile.”
At a time when students seem 
disenchanted with traditional Uni­
versity classwork, two foreign 
study programs at the University 
of Montana are offering them a 
chance to go abroad for credit.
The programs are vastly differ­
ent: One offers study at a foreign 
university, the other offers the 
student an opportunity to immerse 
himself in another culture.
Program directors rely heavily 
on class bulletins and word-of- 
mouth campaigns to inform stu­
dents about their programs.
Because of this, one of these 
programs, Students Abroad, is 
“limping along” in its sixth year 
at the University, according to 
John E. Van de Wetering, UM pro­
gram chairman and chairman of 
the history department.
Of 120 students from 10 institu­
tions enrolled in the program this 
spring, 7 are from the University 
of Montana. Others are from Mon­
tana State University, Oregon 
State University, Portland State 
University, University of Idaho, 
Central Washington State College, 
Eastern Washington State College, 
University of Washington, Wash­
ington State University and West­
ern Washington State College.
The UM Biological Station at 
Yellow Bay on Flathead Lake is 
offering its facilities to other col­
leges and universities. The invita­
tion is open to member schools of 
the Intermountain Aquatic Studies 
Consortium and others.
The Biological Station is the sec­
ond oldest and fifth largest re­
search center of its kind in the 
country.
According to John F. Tibbs, as­
sistant professor of zoology and 
station director, campuses lacking 
similar facilities can now take ad­
vantage of the installation’s unique 
set up for year-round research in 
aquatic biology and related sci­
ences.
Visiting schools would use the 
station at times when the Univer-
These 10 colleges are members 
of the Northwest Interinstitutional 
Study Abroad Program.
According to Van de Wetering, 
the program was established to 
give students a complete foreign 
study experience in a foreign 
country. Students are housed with 
families in their host country and 
attend classes in Avignon, France, 
or London, England.
Students may attend classes 
abroad for the entire academic 
year or for a selected quarter at 
either of the two locations. Stu­
dents may also attend the London 
School of Economics during Sum­
mer Quarter.
Directed by at least two faculty 
members from the 10 participating 
institutions, students study sub­
jects which are pertinent to the 
country in which they are staying. 
For example, students in Avignon 
may study French language, lit­
erature and art, Van de Wetering 
said.
A fee of $945 includes tuition, 
books, lodging and meals, selected 
tours and program expenses for 
one quarter. Each student is re­
sponsible for his own transporta­
tion to his host country, although 
charter flights may be arranged.
sity is not using it for classes. The 
station would thereby increase its 
service as a research facility, Tibbs 
added.
First to take advantage of the 
offer is the University of Utah, 
Salt Lake City. Two Utah profes­
sors, Arden Gaufin and Pat Burger, 
are currently at the station con­
ducting a three-week field course 
in limnology, the study of lakes 
and streams. They will later be 
joined by a third Utah faculty 
member, Norman Negus, who will 
teach a three-week course in ecol­
ogy.
Several other schools also have 
expressed interest in UM’s offer, 
Tibbs said.
A small fee will be charged for 
use of the facility.
To be eligible for the program, 
a student should be at least a soph­
omore in good standing at a North­
west institution. Residents of the 
Northwest who attend schools 
elsewhere also may apply.
Applications for Fall Quarter 
1972 should be sent to Van de 
Wetering by June 5.
The Mexican Study Program, 
initiated Winter Quarter, seeks to 
“totally immerse” participants in 
the Mexican culture, according to 
James Flightner, assistant profes­
sor of Spanish and program di­
rector.
Students are placed in small vil­
lages in the Mexican highlands 
where they participate in the daily 
activities of their host families, 
Flightner said. Some of the 12 stu­
dents in the pilot program last 
winter cleaned pig stalls, washed 
clothes in hollowed-out logs and 
learned to embroider and to pre­
pare tortillas. Some clerked in 
family stores, taught English to 
schoolchildren and f r i e n d s  or 
chaperoned younger “brothers” or 
“sisters.”
Students are required to keep 
daily journals and write papers 
during their stay. Last winter they 
left their homes every 10 days to 
spend two days in Patzcuaro, the 
program headquarters, to ex­
change experiences and write 
papers.
The program was initiated by 
Robert Dunbar, professor of his­
tory and director of the Center for 
Intercultural Programs at Mon­
tana State University, as a supple­
ment to the Spanish programs 
there and at UM. The highlands 
around Patzcuaro were selected 
because they are representative of 
much of Latin America, Flightner 
explained.
The total cost of the program, 
including registration fees, books, 
room and board, transportation 
and personal expenses is about 
$650, or roughly the amount need­
ed to attend the University of 
Montana for one quarter, accord­
ing to Flightner.
Students are selected on the 
basis of their Spanish-speaking 
ability and adaptibility to a for­
eign culture, he said.
Others may use Flathead station
New master’s degree may relax barriers
Barriers which once isolated one 
academic discipline from another 
may someday be obsolete. Latest 
evidence of a relaxation of de­
partmental boundaries comes from 
the UM Graduate School. In mid- 
February of this year its proposal 
for a master's degree program in 
interdisciplinary studies was ap­
proved by Faculty Senate. The pro­
posal now awaits approval by the 
Board of Regents.
According to John M. Stewart, 
dean of the Graduate School and 
sponsor of the new program, “Vari­
ous experimental methods have 
been tried across the country to ac­
commodate what we all see as a 
felt need, a desire to provide stu­
dents with an alternative to the 
narrowness of traditional special­
ization at the graduate level."
UM program differs
The program proposed at this 
University d i f f e r s  significantly 
from similar programs offered by 
other campuses.
“Our program is broader in 
scope," Stewart said. “Some schools 
offer an M.A. in liberal studies, 
which is confined to the human­
ities. Ours is not confined in that 
respect. Any sort of combination 
of departmental faculties is possi­
ble.”
The new program differs in 
many ways from the conventional 
master's degree program. The 
Graduate School has established a 
number of safeguards to maintain 
high standards for the procedures 
and requirements of the experi­
mental program.
Normally, a student who applies 
to Graduate School is appraised 
and admitted by the faculty of his 
particular area of study. In this 
program, where no single depart­
mental faculty is involved, a stu­
dent first requests admission as an 
unclassified graduate student and 
his credentials are screened di­
rectly by Stewart.
Following admission as an un­
classified student, the student must 
formulate a detailed course of 
study and explain the goal of that 
program. His plan must gain writ­
ten support from at least three 
graduate level faculty members. 
These faculty members, who teach 
or direct research at the graduate 
level, must then agree to serve as 
the student's committee for the 
duration of his graduate school ex­
perience.
The student's proposed plan, 
along with written statements from 
each member of his committee, is 
presented to the Graduate Council 
for final approval. If approved, the 
plan then serves as a contract ar­
rangement between the student 
and the council, and the student is 
admitted to the program leading to 
the master’s degree in interdisci­
plinary studies. The student may 
change his plan only on petition to 
the Graduate Council.
The Graduate Council, which is 
both the policy-making and review 
committee for graduate programs, 
consists of 3 graduate students and 
12 faculty members who meet on a 




UM’s four football coaches have 
voluntarily accepted a reduction in 
their proposed salary raises for the 
1972-73 academic year, according 
to President Robert T. Pantzer.
Pantzer reported the salary 
changes at a Board of Regents 
meeting in Helena April 10-11. The 
regents met to consider budget 
proposals from the six units of the 
Montana University System.
Head f o o t b a l l  coach Jack 
Swarthout and assistants Bill 
Betcher, Ron Nord and Charles 
Armey had been offered raises in 
excess of the 5 per cent increase 
scheduled for most UM faculty and 
staff members. The coaches' raises 
had been planned before budgetary 
constraints became known.
The four coaches subsequently 
informed the administration that 
they would prefer to receive only 
the 5 per cent increase proposed 
for other faculty and staff mem­
bers.
The interdisciplinary program 
thus differs from the traditional 
master’s degree program, where a 
committee is not involved in the 
initial stages of study. The tradi­
tional graduate student meets with 
his committee for review and thesis 
approval only after he is well into 
his course of study.
For the duration of his graduate 
study, the interdisciplinary student 
and his committee must submit 
semi-annual reports to the council 
indicating the progress of the stu­
dent’s program.
“What we’re trying to avoid in 
the new program is a dilettantism, 
a student jumping around,” Stew­
art explained. “We want to be cer­
tain that the student is pursuing a 
definite, worthwhile goal.”
The traditional graduate student 
has the advantage of departmental 
guidelines which indicate his re­
sponsibilities and degree require­
ments. The interdisciplinary stu­
dent, in effect, puts together his 
own guidelines for a totally indi­
vidual course of study.
“There should be fewer problems 
in the new program because of the 
over-all administrative direction to 
it,” Stewart said. “Since the degree 
is not limited to just one set of de­
partments, we must have direction 
from the top.”
Students given option
Students in the program may 
choose between a thesis and a non­
thesis option. A student under the 
thesis option must earn a minimum 
of 45 credits and write a lengthy 
research paper. The non-thesis op­
tion requires a student take 54 
credits and write three short criti­
cal papers, or exhibit an approved 
showing of creative work, or write 
a paper acceptable for publication 
in a nationally recognized journal.
A student’s graduate committee 
decides whether a foreign language 
should be required in his graduate 
work.
Other general requirements for 
the degree parallel those described 
in the Graduate Catalog, including 
comprehensive examinations and a 
residence requirement of '27 ^eeks 
enrollment wfth at-least one quar­
ter of graduate study.
According to Stewart, there are 
distinct advantages to the new pro­
gram.
In the past, a graduate student 
who wished to cross discipline lines 
did so only at additional cost, 
additional time and additional 
credits, all of which did not apply 
toward his degree within the dis­
cipline to which he was admitted.
Students can combine disciplines
Under the new program, a stu­
dent can combine various disci­
plines according to his particular
education interests, and apply that 
effort directly to his graduate 
study, Stewart explained.
While increased marketability is 
not the thrust of the program, the 
graduate with an interdisciplinary 
degree may appeal to a wide range 
of potential employers. “The stu­
dent who has done a good job of 
setting up his courses may possibly 
make the result of his program of 
interest to an employer,” Stewart 
said.
“However,” he cautioned, “we 
will not put specific labels on these 
programs beyond the general de­
gree title itself, nor claim anything 
in the way of a particular expertise 
or training for a particular line of 
work for any of these graduates. 
Their transcripts and recommenda­
tions will have to certify as to what 
they have done,” he said.
Faculty members may gain from 
this program, too, Stewart added. 
“The program will offer faculty an 
opportunity to take advantage of 
new teaching techniques, and to 
explore new approaches to the ex­
planation of their discipline in re­
lation to other areas,” he explained.
University approval of the new 
program was granted a month after 
the idea had been presented to Fac­
ulty Senate. “We side-stepped the
Report exam ines 
new constitution
The new constitution proposed 
for Montana is critically examined 
in the April 1972 edition of the 
Montana Public Affairs Report, a 
bimonthly publication of the Bu­
reau of Government Research at 
the University.
Ten members of the University 
community, along with convention 
president Leo C. Graybill Jr., have 
written interpretive essays dealing 
with various aspects of the pro­
posed constitution.
The essays are designed to be 
informative, said Ellis Waldron, 
professor of political science and 
director of the research bureau. No 
general recommendations are made 
regarding ratification of. the con­
stitution.
The report notes, however, “Each 
contributor, with special qualifica­
tions to discuss the assigned sub­
ject, was encouraged to express 
personal judgments whether favor­
able or unfavorable.”
According to Waldron, the report 
is not copyrighted, and portions 
may be reprinted with appropriate 
credit given to the authors.
A limited number of copies are 
available on request from the Bu­
reau of Government Research, 
University of Montana, Missoula 
59801.
individual departmental areas,” 
Stewart said. “The process would 
have been much slower if we had 
waited for individual departments 
or disciplines to agree to be in­
volved. In any case, this type of 
program becomes an arrangement 
between individual faculty mem­
bers and the student.”
Board of Regents must approve 
Final approval from the Board of 
Regents is not expected before 
summer. “There is a moratorium 
on advanced degree programs,” 
Stewart explained, “so we must 
convince them [the Board of Re­
gents] that no new faculty or funds 
are involved.”
Students wishing to enroll in the 
new program before Fall Quarter 
1972 should realize that the degree 
must still be approved, he said. 
They may, however, proceed with 
planning, application for admis­
sion, and so on, and they may begin 
taking course work, according to 
Stewart.
Interdisciplinary graduate pro­
grams are not new to the UM cam­
pus. The Graduate School currently 
offers interdisciplinary advanced 
degrees in environmental studies, 
guidance and counseling, resource 
administration, urban studies and 
wildlife biology^
However, the freedom for a stu­
dent to combine material from 
several academic areas of his 
choice in order to complete his ad­
vanced degree is a new approach 
to interdisciplinary studies.
“Most important to the success of 
this program,” Stewart said, “is 
the student himself. Second is the 
faculty committee. If both have a 
real interest in the program, then 
it will fly.”
Stewart agrees that this may re­
flect a trend in higher education, 
though a total switch from disci­
plinary studies to interdisciplinary 
studies is still some distance away.
“The time may be coming when 
each student will earn just one 
master’s degree and his transcript 
will be the real source of informa­
tion,” Stewart predicted.
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THE LEADERSHIP—Bob Sorenson and Clay Collier dis­
cuss plans for their 1972-73 administration of the Associated 
Students of the University of Montana (ASUM). Sorenson, 
a junior from Miles City, and Collier, a junior from Chi­
cago, III., were elected ASUM president and vice president 
during April 5 elections at the University. A painting by 
Walter Hook, art professor, hangs behind them.
Past, present M ontana K aim in editors discuss aim s
Editor’s note:
Conrad Yunker, junior in journalism and political science from 
Hamilton, is the new Montana Kaimin editor. His term began this 
Spring Quarter and extends to the end of next Winter Quarter. 
He succeeds Tina Torgrimson, senior in journalism and English 
from Missoula.
By Tina Torgrimson
Good thinking there, Conrad. Conrad is a zealous but anxious 
young student newspaper editor friend of mine sitting across the 
littered table. We’ve been having a candid, easy exchange over 
our now cold lunches. Our ties: I’m the former Montana Kaimin 
editor and he’s the new one.
We’ve been sneering at bland campus politics and ecological 
cheerleaders and exploring the trap of cynicism and the problem 
of getting organized—the frustration of really wanting to do some­
thing and maybe getting it done if the interruptions don’t  wear it 
out. We agree about the need for a feeling of community among 
the students who give so much of themselves and their time to the 
paper. We also agree about the need to transcend the petty hassles 
to be able to consider the real problems. The bewilderment of 
writing editorials bothers both of us—so many ways to say some­
thing and so much energy to expend and how much does it really 
mean in the end? We probe what the Kaimin means to us as a 
learning experience and realize it is probably the one time in our 
lives that we will ever enjoy the unique situation of editing such 
a potentially free, unencumbered publication.
We’re absorbed in this time—asking, echoing, rambling, disput­
ing, playing. Until.
I remember my Responsibility. I have to write a short, terse 
story about Conrad and what he plans to do with the Kaimin. I 
pull out some paper and a pencil and begin shooting pat questions 
at him that will fit into a small story and give readers some idea 
of what this young journalist is about.
“Why do you want to be editor of the Montana Kaimin?”
“Because I feel I can do something for the Kaimin and learn
a lot for myself. After working on the staff for so many quarters, 
I have a good idea of how things should run.”
“What do you want to accomplish as editor?”
“I would like to build up the credibility of the paper—something 
it really lacks now. This is partially because of the nature of it. 
It is fundamentally a learning experience for the students in­
volved. People in learning experiences are bound to make a lot of 
mistakes.”
“Do you have any specific editorial goals set now?”
“Yes, I would like to put a few things in their proper perspec­
tive. For one, the athletic department. The program is a good one, 
but the spending is getting a bit ridiculous. Two, I would like to 
boost the importance of the Library. It is sorely lacking books and 
UM’s accreditation may be in danger because of the shortage.”
“How much effect do you think editorials have in a student 
newspaper?”
“I feel they have a fairly significant effect, although I do not 
believe an inflamed editorial is as effective as a straightforward 
news story.”
“What is the responsibility of the Kaimin as a student news­
paper?”
“I feel its first responsibility is to prove to be a responsible 
newspaper.”
“My God, this is asinine,” Conrad protests. “Here we were, 
having a relaxed conversation: understanding, communicating, 
enjoying. You dragged out your paper and pencil and automatic­
ally became newspaper reporter and I defensively became news­
paper editor and we put on an inane dialogue and I spouted some 
vague information. Let’s forget all that. You know how I feel about 
the Kaimin and I know how you feel. Just write about that.”
Good thinking, Conrad. How can we coldly explain inner drive, 
feelings, hopes for an ideal and meaning in what we’re doing in a 
few questions and answers molded into a tight, efficient, couple- 
paragraph “news” story?
It isn’t easy to say a feeling or hear a commitment. We feel it 
and do it and hope someone understands. And reacts.
Environmental concerns accent curricula
By Robin Tawney
Forty-five trees were felled, de- 
limbed and mashed into pulp to 
produce the paper on which this 
issue of UM Profiles is printed. 
After you’ve read your copy of 
profiles and thrown it away, 
where will it go? Will it be re­
cycled, burned or dumped on a 
refuse heap?
Even with modern tree farming 
techniques, it will take at least a 
generation to replace the 45 trees 
which were used in the production 
of Profiles.
Is this or any issue of Profiles 
worth it?
Concern over such value judg­
ments is evidenced by the growth 
in environmental programs offered
by traditional departments and by 
interdisciplinary areas at the Uni­
versity of Montana.
The wildlife biology program is 
one of these. An interdisciplinary 
program, it began in 1937 as a 
study of wild vertebrate animals, 
their habitats and conservation. 
The botany and zoology depart­
ments cooperated at that time to 
offer a degree in wildlife tech­
nology, later renamed wildlife bi­
ology. The School of Forestry 
joined the program in 1964.
Wildlife enrollment, now 250, 
has nearly doubled in recent years.
Eight years ago, with the con­
currence of the UM administra­
tion, a wildlife committee was es­
tablished. The committee is com­
posed of two members each from 
the botany and zoology depart­
ments and the School of Forestry, 
the UM wildlife extensionist and 
a member of the Montana Wildlife 
Cooperative Research Unit, a wild­
life research group based at UM.
The Wildlife Biology Program 
offers the best undergraduate ma­
jor in general ecology of any natu­
ral science program at the Univer­
sity, according to Mark J. Behan, 
wildlife committee chairman and 
associate professor of botany. He 
said this is because it includes 
studies of both plants and animals 
and their management rather than 
being restricted to any of these.
Wildlife biology is a flexible 
program: Students do not have to 
commit themselves to a specific 
area of study until their junior 
year. An honors option is available 
for students with strong academic
backgrounds who intend to do 
graduate work.
Very few job£ are available for 
graduates with 'bachelors’ degrees 
in wildlife biology, Behan said. 
Students are told about the ex­
tremely competitive job situation 
during their first quarter as wild­
life majors, he said. Nationally, he 
said, only 20 per cent of graduates 
with bachelors’ degrees in wildlife 
biology are placed in their field, 
usually as wildlife refuge man­
agers.
“We tell our students that wild­
life biology can be used as a basis 
for teaching or for graduate study 
in botany, zoology or forestry,” 
Behan said.
“It also seems that an increasing 
number of students choose a major 
in wildlife with no intention of
Life sciences to offer core program
Beginning Fall Quarter 1972 all 
majors in the fields of zoology, 
botany, biology and wildlife biol­
ogy will be required to satisfy re­
quirements in a new biology core 
program.
The program, an outgrowth of 
faculty requests that relationships 
be strengthened between the life 
science departments, is premised 
on the assumption that these areas 
share an underlying body of 
knowledge.
The core is a two-year program 
involving three biology courses at 
the freshman level and four at the 
sophomore level.
The aims of the freshman-level 
courses are to introduce biology 
majors and non-majors to general 
principles of biology and methods 
of biological investigation, to ex­
amine principles of structure, func­
tion and evolution in plants and 
animals, and to study the structure 
and function of ecosystems and 
man’s relationship to those systems.
At the sophomore level, majors 
will gain an in-depth introduction 
to the most important unifying 
principles of biology and acquire a 
sound basis for entering upper- 
division courses of a more special­
ized nature.
According to Lee Metzgar, as­
sistant professor of geology and 
one of the program designers, 
the program is also designed to 
provide more efficient use of de­
partmental funds and faculty. The 
total number of lower-level courses
offered by the various departments 
has been significantly reduced be­
cause of the establishment of the 
core.
“Because of the balance between 
instituting some courses and elim­
inating others, we will gain addi­
tional staff time and teaching bud­
gets, and we should be able to put 
more effort and budgetary re­
sources into individual courses 
than we do now,” Metzgar said.
“With fewer actual course of­
ferings, we can team-teach some of 
these courses. That way an instruc­
tor will be involved in a portion of 
the courses, according to his area 
of specialization,” Metzgar ex­
plained.
The core is not innovative in it­
self, Metzgar said. “There have 
been many core programs in the 
country, and some schools have had 
them for 10 or 15 years,” he added.
Metzgar also considers the ma­
terial presented in the core fairly 
conventional. Rather than design 
an experimental program, he ex­
plained, the departments hoped to 
establish a basic curriculum design 
which will be more amenable to 
future experim entation.
“One of the problems with the 
old curricula is that they were 
rather rigid and strongly oriented 
around departmental lines. It was 
very difficult for people to propose 
innovative curricular changes,” 
Metzgar said.
“This program does contain a 
larger number of courses than ex-
Photo by Joel Varney
HIGH ABOVE—David Ellis, right, doctoral candidate with 
the Montana Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, installs a 
weight recording platform in a golden eagle’s nest near 
Augusta, Mont. The device is connected to recording equip- 
ment nearby which Ellis uses to determine when the 
mother bird is on the nest, how often the young birds are 
fed and other nesting behavior. He is assisted by Jeff Hart, 
a 1971 UM graduate in environmental biology who now 
works for the U.S. Forestry Sciences Laboratory in Mis­
soula.
ists in the majority of biology core 
programs,” he continued. “It will 
take care of a major portion of the 
biology undergraduate’s required 
coursework.”
Plans for the core program were 
initiated in 1968. During the 1968- 
69 academic year, an outside evalu­
ation team examined the life sci­
ences curricula and recommended 
the establishment of a biology core 
program. For the next two years 
the UM Life Sciences Curriculum 
Committee studied the situation to 
assess the advantages of such a 
program and to determine what 
sort of core would fit the strengths 
and weaknesses of the available 
faculties.
The Life Sciences Curriculum 
Committee is an interdisciplinary 
committee composed of members 
from the departments of microbi­
ology, psychology, botany and zo­
ology. The committee advises the 
dean of the College of Arts and 
Sciences on matters pertaining to 
curriculum in and among those 
four departments and presents cur­
ricular recommendations to the de­
partmental faculties.
The present program was ap­
proved in general form in the 
spring of 1971 and modified 
slightly the following fall.
According to Metzgar, the most
critical problem facing the new 
program centers on the matter of 
interdepartmental cooperation.
“The success of the core will de­
pend largely on how successfully 
the biologists will cooperate in 
creating a strong and truly inter­
disciplinary program,” he said.
Metzgar is optimistic, however, 
a b o u t  the program’s success. 
“There’s a lot of sentiment in the 
departments now for coming closer 
together in a lot of areas. There 
are also discussions being held to 
get common graduate education 
programs going. The core program 
is another move in this same di­
rection,” he added.
Relaxation of departmental 
boundaries in the establishment of 
the core reflects real interconnec­
tions rather than artificial ties. 
“When boundaries are broken 
down by natural communication 
between people who are function­
ally related to each other, it can’t 
help but improve the educational 
quality,” Metzgar said.
“Though a student may, after 
two years, re-enter a specialized 
area, hopefully it will be with an 
overview of how that discipline fits 
into a larger framework and also 
with a broader information base 
with regard to other disciplines.”
using that degree or those creden- 
tails for a wildlife career position,” 
he commented.
Persons with masters’ degrees 
fare much better on the job mar­
ket, he said. Nearly everyone with 
a master’s degree seeking a job is 
placed.
The master’s degree program in 
wildlife biology, begun in 1950, 
receives financial support from 
the Montana Cooperative Research 
Unit, the State Fish and Game De­
partment, the U.S. Bureau of 
Sports Fisheries and the Wildlife 
Management Institute, a private 
organization in Washington, D.C.
The master of science degree m 
wildlife was then offered under 
three separate disciplines—botany, 
zoology and forestry. Interdisci­
plinary degrees were not offered 
until 1965.
“The beauty of an interdiscipli­
nary program is that it draws on 
so much talent in the three depart­
ments as well as from departments 
all over campus,” said Bart 
O’Gara, head of the wildlife grad­
uate program and assistant leader 
of the Montana Cooperative Re­
search Unit.
Competition for acceptance into 
the wildlife graduate program is 
stiff, according to O’Gara. “And 
since so many bright and talented 
students apply from all over the 
country, there is terrific compe­
tition for assistantships and fel­
lowships,” he said.
By early April, O’Gara had re­
ceived more than 50 applications 
for the 1972-73 graduate program, 
though only five positions are 
available.
Is growing interest in environ­
mental programs such as wildlife 
biology a fad?
Behan thinks not. “Many people 
in Montana and many who come 
to Montana find deep enjoyment 
in the natural world,” he said.
Students must have a deep in­
terest in environmental problems, 
Behan said, if they major in a 
field where they realize career op­
portunities are extremely limited 
and competitive.
“Maybe ecology is something of 
a fad,” O’Gara said. “But interest 
will continue to grow as long as 
industry proliferates so many 
problems. Interest won’t level off 
until these problems are solved.”
Duties vary from regular faculty
Full-time job is educating public
The University of Montana wild­
life extension specialist is, in his 
words, a “bastard” in the state uni­
versity system.
According to John T. Harris, his 
duties do not fit the criteria for 
faculty evaluation and advance­
ment.
“We don’t  carry on research or 
write research papers,” he said. 
“Our full-time job is in educating 
the public.”
The wildlife extension program 
at the University of Montana began 
in 1952 when the Montana Wildlife 
Federation and other sportsmen’s 
groups asked the State Fish and 
Game Department to establish a 
program which would explain 
wildlife management problems to 
laymen. Montana was one of the 
first states to establish a wildlife 
extension program. Thirty-eight 
states now have such programs.
The Fish and Game Department 
provided funds to establish pro­
grams at UM and Montana State 
University at Bozeman.
W. Leslie Pengelly, now a pro­
fessor of forestry, was the first 
wildlife extensionist at UM. Harris 
succeeded him in 1964.
The UM wildlife extension pro­
gram was originally based in the 
Montana Wildlife Cooperative Re­
search Unit at UM and was later 
transferred to the wildlife biology 
program. Harris, who is given an 
honorary non-tenured academic 
rating of associate professor, is di­
rectly responsible to Forestry Dean 
Arnold W. Bolle, but his salary is 
paid by the Fish and Game Depart­
ment.
Harris conducts several series of 
forums about resource manage­
ment each year throughout the 
state. In each community, 10 con­
secutive sessions are held at about 
two-week intervals during the aca­
demic year. The series is available 
at the request of civic organizations 
in any Montana city or town. More 
than 120 communities have been 
reached by the UM and MSU wild­
life extensionists since the pro­
gram’s inception.
During his seven years as wild­
life extensionist, Harris has noticed 
a marked change in the interest of 
his audiences. Some, like the 
sportsmen’s g r o u p s  originally 
served by the extensionists, still 
are concerned with such matters 
as stocking and transplanting, 
predator control, season regulations 
and law enforcement.
But more audiences are demand­
ing that Harris expand his discus­
sions of these matters to show their 
impact on the total environment.
He said Montana has tradition­
ally been a producer of raw ma­
terials which causes the state 
industries to center around the 
extraction, processing, refining and 
production of energy from these 
materials. For many years manage­
ment agencies have been unable to 
adequately protect resources from 
these activities.
Montana’s Fish and Game De­
partment cannot solve wildlife 
problems alone, Harris said. In­
dustry, government, education and 
agriculture also must help with 
these and other environmental 
problems, he said.
The wildlife extension program 
represents one approach to educat­
ing the public about management 
problems so that rational decisions 
can be made.
In addition to the forums, Harris 
participates in the organization and 
coordination of meetings dealing 
with conservation at local, state 
and national levels. He also testi­
fies at state hearings about fish and 
game matters.
Through his activities, Harris has 
influenced the establishment of 
fish and game regulations, game 
harvests, expenditures of funds for 
various facets of game manage­
ment and the direction taken in 
fish and game research and man­
agement policies in the state. An­
other effect of his activities, Har­
ris said, has been to find compro­
mises for differences among such 
diverse groups as sportsmen, stock- 
men and farmers.
The extension specialist receives 
suggestions from an advisory com­
mittee, which consists of a member 
of the Fish and Game Commission, 
two representatives of the Montana 
Wildlife Federation and the infor­
mation and education director of 
the Fish and Game Department. 
The committee meets at least once 
annually with Harris and his im­
mediate supervisor, Dean Bolle, to 
approve an annual budget and spe­
cific programs to be initiated dur­
ing the ensuing year.
The extension role has been to 
sell resource management instead 
of someone’s program, unless the 
two coincide, Harris emphasized.
“One of the most pressing needs 
concerning wildlife resources in 
the next 5 or 10 years will be the 
acquisition, setting aside and/or 
otherwise maintaining of sufficient 
and suitable habitat,” Harris said. 
“Many of these things are ulti­
mately settled in state legislatures 
or in the halls of Congress. The 
wildlife extension program reaches 
people who vote. There is no 
stronger mandate for a continuing 
effective extension program.
“The people must know the al­
ternatives of their votes. Decisions 
concerning wildlife will be made 




Mrs: J. Lee Sedgwick (Debora 
Wagy *06), Chinook, would like to 
hear from her classmates. She 
writes she enjoys two bridge clubs 
and church activities.
Dr. Pearl E. Clark *16, MA. *17 
is president of the Laguna Beach 
(Calif.) branch of the American 
Association of University Women.
*20 to *29
Raymond A. Hall *25 is stage 
electrician for “Holiday On Ice,’* 
which tours through 31 cities in the 
United States, Quebec, and Mexico 
City.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Cook 
(Annabelle L. Desmond *27) led a 
world tour (Sept. 20 - Nov. 15, 
1971) sponsored by the National 
Parks and Conservation Associa­
tion with the emphasis on ecology, 
population, and resources.
Dr. Ossian MacKenzie *28, dean 
of the College of Business Admin­
istration at Penn State, was invited 
by President Nixon to participate 
in the White House conference on 
the “Industrial World Ahead,” held 
February 6-9.
Mrs. Fred W. Brading (Dorothy 
Jordan ’29) retired last June after 
teaching remedial reading in Port­
land, Ore., schools for 25 years. 
She married Brading, a cattle 
rancher near Hobson, Sept. 4, 1971.
George W. (Shorty) Huber *29 
has become associated with the 
Real Estate and Insurance Office 
of Schroeder Bros. Co., Helena.
William C. Skarda *29, retired 




Mrs. Velda Kline of Little Falls, 
Minnesota, recently contributed 
$1,000 to the Alumni Association 
Student Loan Fund in memory of 
her son John G. Kline, who died in 
1964. Ha was graduated from UM 
in 1962 with a bachelor of arts de­
gree in speech.
The student loan fund is pro­
vided by the Alumni Association 
and is administered by the Finan­
cial Aids office. According to Don 
Mullen, UM Financial Aids officer, 
Mrs. Kline’s contribution will help 
to alleviate the deficit in available 
loan funds. Mullen said, “We were 
unable to respond to a great many 
requests for short-term loans for 
winter quarter registration and I 
am certain that many students 
were forced to withdraw from 
school as a result.”
Angeles, recently completed an 
overseas assignment for the Inter­
national Executive Service Corps. 
He was an adviser on vegetable oil 
production methods for Companhia 
Algodonera Paraguaya, S A., Asun­
cion, Paraguay.
*30 to *39
C. N. Mason, *30, M.A. *34 is 
president of the Chevy Chase Citi­
zens’ Association and active in con­
servation in Washington, D.C. His 
wife, Mabel Mason *39, is a substi­
tute teacher and active in the Wes­
ley Methodist Church.
Robert C. Hendon *31, J.D. ’34 is 
corporate vice president of Con­
solidated Freightways Inc. and a 
director and member of the Execu­
tive Committee of the Manhattan 
Life Insurance Co., New York City. 
His wife, the former Ruth Perham 
x’36, is chairman of the Northern 
Virginia Bridge Group of Kappa 
Kappa Gamma and served as 
prayer and worship chairman of 
the Northern Virginia Convocation 
of the Episcopal Church.
Michael S. Kennedy ’33 is direc­
tor, Alaska State Museum, Juneau.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Matsen *33 
(Willett Brien *31) are retired 
from the Federal Aviation Admin­
istration—he as chief, Airports En­
gineering Branch, and she as li­
brarian. She is now science librar­
ian at Portland State University.
Nemesio C. Borge ’34, Narvacan, 
Ilocos Sur, Republic of the Philip­
pines, in retirement after 37 years 
of service with the Bureau of 
Public Schools, is in charge of a 
local Methodist Church where he 
preaches every Sunday and is di­
rector of Home and Family Life in 
connection with Christian Educa­
tion.
Kenneth W. Huff or d *34 has com­
pleted a year as president of the 
Estate Planning Council of Diablo 
Valley (Calif.), which he founded 
and organized. It i s . composed of 
attorneys, bankers, C.L.U.*s, and 
C.P.A.’s.
Robert K. Wickware ’34 has been 
dean of academic affairs at East­
ern Connecticut State College the 
past four years.
Maurice Driscoll *35 has retired
after 21 years with the Crocker 
Citizens National Bank in Fremont, 
Calif. He has now volunteered to 
be a piano accompanist for ele­
mentary schools in the Fremont 
Unified School District.
Rex F. Henningsen J.D. *36, 
James E. Purcell ’52, J.D. ’58, and 
Earl M. Genzberger LL.B. ’58 have 
formed a partnership for the gen­
eral practice of law in Butte.
Orvo A. Kinonen ’37, supervisory 
accountant in the Division of Fiscal 
Control, Northern Region head­
quarters of the USD A Forest Serv­
ice, has retired.
Roy E. Chapman ’39, J.D. *41 was 
appointed by Governor Reagan a 
judge of the Central Division of the 
San Bernardino County Municipal 
Court District in April 1970, and 
served as presiding judge of the 
10-judge county district during the 
calendar year 1971.
Philip W. Payne ’39 is an editor 
for Time-Life Records, a division 
of Time, Inc. He has completed 
work on a record series entitled 
“The Swing Era” and is working 
on a new series entitled “As You 
Remember Them.” His wife, the 
former Alison W. Merriam x’40, is 
active in community affairs in Port 
Washington, N.Y.
*40 to *49
C. Otto Rasmussen ’40 was $1,000 
grand prize winner of the A. Aub­
rey Bodine Memorial Photographic 
Contest. He is an administrative 
officer of the Department of De­
fense, working at Fort Meade.
Mrs. Alfred N. Smith Jr. (Verna 
Green ’40) is public information of­
ficer, Central Midwestern Regional 
Educational Laboratory, Inc., St. 
Louis, Mo., and editor of CEMREL 
Newsletter.
Mrs. James B. Weaver (Char­
lotte W. Mellor ’42) is a social serv­
ice worker with the Kern County 
Welfare Department, Bakersfield, 
Calif. Her husband is a petroleum 
engineer.
Krest Cyr LL.B. ’44 has been 
named vice president and counsel 
of the Anaconda Aluminum Co., 
an Anaconda Co. subsidiary, with 
headquarters in Louisville, Ky.
Ronald R. Randall *44, M.E. *48 
will retire at the close of this 
school year, having taught 32 years.
Charles R. White LL.B. ’47, 
Leonard A. Vadala and Patrick M. 
Springer J.D. ’69 have formed an 
association for the practice of law 
in Kalispell.
Wilma J. Oksendahl ’48 spent 
two months last fall visiting British 
primary schools.
William F. Briney ’49 has been 
named manager of the Interna­
tional Harvester Company’s con­
struction equipment branch at 
Baltimore.
George L. Turcott Jr. *49 has 
been appointed associate director 
of the Interior Department’s Bu­
reau of Land Management.
William C. Grater ’49 has been 
named president of Bowaters
alumitems
The UM alumni club in Northern California elected officers dur­
ing its winter meeting Feb. 5 in San Francisco. They are Hal 
Frazer, president; Dick Ford, vice president, and Ann Cady, sec­
retary. Attending the meeting from the UM were vice president 
Norman Taylor and alumni director George Oechsli.
Nominations are now being accepted for the annual Distin­
guished Service Awards, which are presented by the Alumni Asso­
ciation to those alumni who have distinguished themselves in their 
fields and brought honor to the University and the State. The 
candidates will be chosen early this summer, and will receive their 
awards during Homecoming, Oct. 26-28. Any alumnus is eligible 
to submit nominations, which must be sent to the UM Alumni 
Center, University of Montana, Missoula.
George Robey, president of the UM Alumni Club in Spokane, 
Wash., has announced that a luncheon gathering of UM alumni 
will be held at noon the first Friday of each month at the Desert 
Sahara, 1st and Post Streets, Spokane. When possible, members of 
the UM faculty and staff will be in attendance.
Homecoming 1972 will be October 26, 27 and 28. The Grizzlies 
will play Boise State, Saturday, Oct. 28. A full schedule of events 
and activities will be featured in the summer Profiles edition.
The Alumni Board of Directors will announce the winners of the 
new Alumni Award of Excellence at their spring meeting on May 
27. The award was recently established to recognize UM students 
who have excelled in activities beyond their academic pursuits and 
whose achievements are a credit to the student body, school and 
state.
According to Selden Frisbee, President of the Alumni Associa­
tion, the guidelines approved by the Board of Directors provided for 
a maximum of two awards of $250 each to be made annually. Full­
time students who are progressing toward a degree and who have a 
2.0 gradepoint average are eligible for nomination. Nominations 
may be sent to the Alumni Office and will be accepted from all 
sources with the stipulation that information regarding the eligibil­
ity and qualifications of nominees must be provided.
Southern Paper Corporation, Cal­
houn, Tenn. He also will continue 
in his position of general manager.
William C. 
Grater
Lt. Col. William C. Geil *49 was 
selected to participate in the Stra­
tegic Air Command’s elite Combat 
Competition at McCoy AFB, Fla., 
December 12-17. He is a project 
officer for the B-52 Stratofortress 
bomber crew from the 96th Stra­
tegic Aerospace Wing, Dyess AFB, 
Tex.
*50 to *59 
John A. Frankovich *50, J.D. *55 
has been admitted to practice be­
fore the Supreme Court of the 
United States and to the State Bar 
of Arizona.
Joanna Midtlyng ’50 is an assist­
ant professor of physical education 
and associate director of aquatic 
programs, Ball State University, 
Muncie, Ind.
Paul Williamson ’50, city director 
of social planning, has been ap­
pointed by the Berkeley, Calif., 
City Council to serve as acting city 
manager.
C. J. Hansen *51, ’55, J.D. ’56 has 
been named a vice president, pub­
lic relations officer, and chief 
counsel for the Primary Metals Di­
vision of the Anaconda Co., head­
quartered in Tucson, Ariz.
Mansfield: war, work-study funds, drugs,
By Ronnene Anderson
While serving three months as a 
U.S. Congressional intern last win­
ter I found that being from Mon­
tana has some advantages in 
Washington, D.C. For instance, 
when one wishes to speak privately 
to Senator Mike Mansfield *33, 
M.A. ’34, LL.D. ’56, it helps to be 




The first time I saw Mansfield 
was when he was with the 99 other 
senators at the State of the Union 
Message. I was very fortunate in 
receiving a rare ticket to this event, 
and had the further luck of sitting 
right next to a man who told me 
he was an assistant deputy secre­
tary of commerce. He agreed to 
point out to me, to my delight, all 
the famous and not-so-famous 
Very Important People who slowly 
entered the gallery and floor of the
House of Representatives, occa­
sionally submitting his own per­
sonal character analysis of those 
he knew.
A few weeks later, I contacted 
Mansfield’s office and arranged to 
meet the senator on Feb. 15. On 
that day, I gathered a few ques­
tions together and walked to the 
Capitol building to await Mans­
field in the Senate visiting room. 
As he came off the Senate floor, 
I rose to shake his hand, and we 
began to talk.
I explained that I was a junior 
at UM serving as a press aide for 
a New York Representative under 
the Sears Roebuck and Co. con­
gressional internship program and 
I would like to interview him for 
Profiles.
“Where are you from,” he asked.
“Missoula,” I replied.
Then he stood up, smiled, and 
invited me into his office. I fol­
lowed him, surprised at this un­
expected attention.
Mansfield’s “office” was an 
astounding suite of rooms boasting 
chandeliers and original paintings 
on every wall. We sat down and 
for 20 minutes we talked about 
everything pertinent I could think 
of.
First we discussed the issues fac­
ing the Senate at that time—the 
Equal Employment Opportunity 
Act and the forthcoming Higher 
Education bill, both of which have
since passed the Senate. Mansfield 
emphasized the importance of the 
education bill, which provides for 
increased federal assistance to stu­
dents, to Montana.
“It would give a great deal of 
financial assistance,” he said, “and 
would be that much less pressure 
on the (Montana) legislature.” 
The Senator expressed concern 
over the current alleged misuse of 
work-study funds at the University 
and said he and Senator Metcalf 
have asked for “a thorough investi­
gation, not only in Montana, but 
throughout the whole country.”
He said many students depend 
on the work-study money to con­
tinue their education and he did 
not think the current crises would 
affect future federal allocations to 
the University.
“It would be unfair to blame the 
whole university,” he said.
As we turned to the subject of 
Vietnam, Mansfield said his amend­
ment to set a date for withdrawal 
is “still alive and kicking.” He said 
he plans to introduce the Mansfield 
Amendment again, adding, “it’s 
already passed the Senate three 
times.”
“We should get out of Vietnam 
as soon as possible, lock, stock and 
barrel, and the sooner the better,” 
he declared. “And not just Viet­
nam, but all of Indochina . . . we 
have no business on the Asian 
Mainland.
“The answer lies in setting a 
deadline,” he continued. “What 
happens in Saigon is of secondary 
importance.”
The senator also attacked recent 
statements by Nixon administra­
tion spokesmen who accused those 
disagreeing with the President’s 
proposed peace plan of “con­
sciously aiding and abetting the 
enemy.”
“Such characterization reflects 
an extraordinarily undeveloped 
sense of the basic fundamental 
right of every American citizen 
under the Constitution,” Mansfield 
declared.
He said that the elected members 
of government have constitution­
ally prescribed duties to discuss 
and disagree with any policies 
which affect the people and secur­
ity of the nation. Such administra­
tion statements should be subject 
to the most serious scrutiny and 
public censure, he added.
In discussing the recent report on 
marijuana, which suggests decrim­
inalization of marijuana offenses, 
Mansfield said that current laws 
place too much emphasis on mari­
juana violations, and the penalties 
are much too severe. He said that if 
any penalties have to remain, he 
would favor the Nebraska system 
which does not give jail sentences 
of more than one week to those 
charged with marijuana possession.
the vote
During this week the person ar­
rested is given drug education.
“It isn’t  marijuana that worries 
me, but hard drugs,” Mansfield 
said.
Finally I asked the Senator a 
question I knew a lot of Montanans 
have asked.
“Do you find it difficult to be 
majority leader and still find time 
to remain actively concerned about 
your constituency back in Mon­
tana?” I asked.
“Not at all difficult,” he replied. 
“If it weren’t for the people in 
Montana, I wouldn’t be here. I*m 
not a presidential majority leader, 
but a senate majority leader. My 
primary duties are as a senator.” 
Finally, as he stood up to leave, 
he added this:
“Tell your friends in Montana to 
register and vote,” he said. “I got 
that (18-year-old vote) amend­
ment through, and it’s the best 
thing I ever did.”
With that, we shook hands, he 
smiled broadly again, and said to 
call on him if I ever needed further 
assistance. After he left his office 
I began talking to the secretary, 
who informed me that “the Senator 
doesn’t  even grant national press 
people interviews that long.” I 
was rather proud of that, in fact, 
I talked about it for weeks after­
ward. Secretly, though, I knew it 
was all because Mike Mansfield 
and I were both Montanans, and 




James E. Snow ’51 has been 
elected vice president of Piper,
Jaffray & Hopwood, Inc. In addi­
tion to managing the Great Falls 
office, he has supervisory respon­
sibility for branch offices in Mis­
soula, Idaho Falls, and Pocatello.
William J. Henderson ’52, M.A.E.
*56 writes that he retired from 
teaching after 33 years of service 
and is living in a cabin at Reed 
Lake near Wasilla, Alaska.
Richard S. Biggerstaff ’53 is a 
certified public accountant with 
Junkermier & Campanella, Mis­
soula.
Donald C. Orlich *53, Ed.D. ’63 
has received funds from the Na­
tional Science Foundation to con­
duct an elementary school science 
improvement project for Walla 
Walla, College Place, Kennewick, 
and Richland, Wash., school dis­
tricts.
Maj. Raymond M. Ruana '55 was 
selected to participate in the Stra­
tegic Air Command’s elite Combat 
Competition at McCoy AFB, Fla.,
December 12-17. He is an aircraft 
commander on the KC-135 Strato- 
tanker crew from the 93rd Bom­
bardment Wing, Castle AFB, Calif.
Dr. Robert R. Tromly ’55 is sen­
ior resident in removable prostho- 
dentics at Fitzsimons General Hos­
pital, Denver.
Maxine C. Johnson ’54, an asso­
ciate professor of business admin­
istration at the UM, recently was 
elected president of the national 
Association for University Busi­
ness and Economic Research at the 
organization’s annual meeting in 
New Orleans, La.
Library lists special needs
The following list contains special needs of the new library, including 
collections of books, single volumes, portions needed to complete sets, 
microcards and microprint. Individuals or companies wishing to pur­
chase these special needs of the library may contribute directly to the 
book fund or through memorial gifts.
Further information may be obtained by writing Dean Earle Thomp­
son, UM Library, University of Montana.
Schumann, Robert. Collected works. $560 
Revista de Occidente (Western Review), nos. 6-75. $69 
National Recreation and Park Association. Management aids series. $195 
Bayrisches Worterbuch (German dialect dictionary). $65 
Gmelin; Handbook of inorganic chemistry. Portions as required. Varies 
in price from $71.50 to $609.60 
Muscetta, Carlo, ed. La Letteratura Italiana (Italian Literature). $396 
Royal Society of London. Proceedings, vol. 76-184, Ser. A, 1905-1945. 
$640
Newberry and Caldecott Medal award winning books and runners up.
(Children’s literature). About $900 
Shepard’s Illinois Law. Law School Library. $300 
The Papers of George Washington. In preparation at University of Vir­
ginia. Estimated at $1400 
Musica Britannica. $324 
Physica. vol. 1-21. $765.
Burlington magazine. Vol. 1-41, 64-90. $1690
Great Britain. House of Commons. Sessional papers, 1867-1900. Per year 
price varies. $200 to $375 
Praetorius, Michael. Gesamtausgabe der musikallischen Werke (The 
Complete edition of musical works), vol. 1-21. $622 
Dictionary catalog of the Pacific Northwest Collection of the University 
of Washington Libraries. 6 vol. $470 
Journal of organometallic chemistry, vol. 3-6, 10 1965-66. $249 
Kukenthal, W. G. Handbuch der Zoologie (Handbook of Zoology). Por­
tions needed to complete set. $1000 
Torrey Botanical Club. Index to American Botanical literature, 1886- 
1958. $1350




Jim Abbott ’56, San Diego, Calif., 
has been awarded the professional 
insurance designation, Chartered 
Property Casualty Underwriter, by 
the American Institute for Prop­
erty and Liability Underwriters.
Eugene E. Addor ’56, M.A. ’58 
has been employed as research 
botanist/ecologist with the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers Water­
ways Experiment Station, Vicks­
burg, Miss., since 1962. This aca­
demic year he is on an advanced 
training program at Oregon State 
University.
Gary R. Jystad, M.D., ’56 recent­
ly received the Physician’s Recog­
nition Award from the American 
Medical Association for 1971. He is 
supervisory physician, Department 
of Emergency Medicine, Los An­
geles County, University of South­
ern California Medical Center.
William T. Matlock ’56 is vice- 
president, Credit Life, Founders 
Life Insurance Co., Los Angeles.
Jerome A. Smith ’56 is news di­
rector for ABC-Radio at Station 
KXYZ, Houston, Tex.
Donald H. Boswell ’57, M.E. ’63 
teaches English at Columbia High 
School, Richland, Wash.
William D. Neville ’57 is a pilot 
for Pan American Airlines, flying 
out of San Francisco.
Herb Searles x’38, Missoula busi­
nessman, was chosen president­
elect of the UM Alumni Associa­
tion for 1973-74 in the election of 
officers last February.
George Caras ’46, also a Mis­
soula businessman, was elected 
three-year delegate-at-large for 
1972-73.
Searles has one year to acquaint 
himself with his duties before he 
takes office in /  pril, 1973. Selden 
Frisbee ’38, Cu( Bank attorney, is 
incoming president, succeeding Bill 
Jardine ’50, Miles City.
Searles, a native of Missoula, is 
president of Medo-land Dairies. He 
is a member of the board of direc­
tors of the First National Bank, 
was on the board of directors of 
the Missoula Chamber of Com­
merce and the Missoula Country 
Club, and is past president of Cen­
tury Club. He has served on the 
executive committee of the Alumni 
Association.
Caras is a Missoula native and is
president of Garden City Floral. 
He is chairman of the University 
Affairs Committee of the Chamber 
of Commerce, a director of the 
Northwest Florist’s Association, 
and is chairman of the American 
Power Boat Association. He is « 
member of the board of the West­
ern Montana Bank and past board 
member of United Givers.
The following 13 alumni were 
elected to two-year terms in the 
Alumni Association House of Dele­
gates:
David Sherick ’64, Poison, Arn­
old E. Haack ’43, Hobson, James 
A. Willits ’67, Havre, Betty Young 
Cumming ’51, Sidney, William J. 
Krutzfeldt, ’69, Miles City, Arthur 
Ayers LL.B. ’61, Red Lodge, 
Thomas I. Sabo J.D. ’62, Bozeman, 
Jeff Doggett ’52, White Sulphur 
Springs, Effie Forsyth Smith ’69, 
Sheridan, Jean Houstman Ellison 
’70, Stevensville, Merrill Kovatch 
’61, Conrad, Karen Moe ’67, Ana­
conda, A. Bert Guthrie ’51, Cho- 
teau.
Douglas A. Reutzel ’57, Deer 
Park, Wash., controller at Ameri­
can Sign & Indicator Corp., has 
been named a member of the 
American Institute of Corporate 
Controllers.
Mrs. Sheila Saxby (Sheila Mc- 
Dorney ’57) is administrative as­
sistant to Dr. Glenn T. Seaborg at 
the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 
University of California at Berke­
ley.
Roger M. Baty ’58 is director of 
Intercultural Dimension, Johnston 
College, University of Redlands. He 
is the author of “Re-educating 
Teachers for Cultural Awareness: 
Preparation for Educating Mexi- 
can-American Children in North­
ern California.”
Sam Jankovich ’58, head assist­
ant football coach at Washington 
State University for the last four 
seasons, has been promoted to ad­
ministrative assistant to the WSU 
athletic director.
James C. Melik ’58 is a geologist 
with the Mobil Oil Corp. in Lagos, 
Nigeria.
Mr. and Mrs. Stan Nicholson ’58 
(Colleen Higgins x’59) are begin­
ning their third year in Rio de 
Janeiro, Brazil, where he is the 




Richard W. Edgerton ’59 is pub­
lic relations coordinator for Kamp- 
grounds of America. He also edits 
“Smoke Signals,” the monthly 
company publication.
Dr. Thomas Harrington ’59 re­
cently finished post-doctoral work 
at Johns Hopkins Medical School 
and is now a professor in psychol­
ogy at the University of Nevada, 
Reno.
Elmer M. Schell ’59, M.S. ’61 is 
regional geologist, Branch of Min­
eral Classification, U.S. Geological 
Survey, Casper, Wyo..
’60 to ’69 
Mrs. J. R. Augustine (Jean A. 
Schlicht ’60) is a supervising dep­
uty probation officer II, working
. i
Emergency loan fund
A student shatters her glasses just days before final exams and 
can’t afford to buy a new pair. A veteran with a wife and three 
children learns that his G.I. Bill check will not arrive in time to 
pay his registration fees. Another student is laid off work a month 
before the end of school and can’t afford to pay his last month’s 
rent.
Many students attending a large college or university such as 
UM face financial crises similar to the instances above some time 
during their college career. Some drop out of school, some sell a 
prized possession, a few obtain funds through illegal means and 
others may be lucky enough to find a financial resource through 
a friend, parent or a type of lending institution. All of these people 
have one thing in common—they want to continue their education, 
but are in a brief financial “pinch.”
The Alumni Emergency Loan Fund has helped many such stu­
dents through their “pinch” with a short-term loan handled 
through the Financial Aids Office. Since its inception in I960, the 
Loan Fund has made available 125 loans for a total amount of 
$13,757.50. The office sees that the money is given to the most 
qualified person, and notifies the student of the source of the 
money for the loan. The office also has the responsibility to see 
that the money is paid back by the borrower.
Loans are granted for the, amount and for all reasons—stolen 
books, lost meal tickets, transportation problems, and other un­
foreseen situations—but the majority are for tuition payments be­
cause of the late arrival of bank or government checks and even 
“that check from home.”
The UM Alumni Association is grateful to all of those whose 
support has made the Emergency Loan Fund possible; and is par­
ticularly grateful at this time to Mrs. Velda Kline of Little Falls, 
Minnesota, who has made a substantial addition to the loan funds 
available in the form of a memorial to her Son, John.
with dependent children and de­
linquent girls. Her husband serves 
the United Methodist Church in 
San Marcos, Calif.
Maj. Fred D. Hollibaugh ’60 is 
assigned to Headquarters, U.S. 
Army, Japan.
Jerald L. Metcalf ’60, after near­
ly 10 years in the advertising busi­
ness (copywriter at Benton & 
Bowles, and Dancer Fitzgerald, 
Sample in New York City), is tak­
ing a year’s leave to travel in 
Europe, North Africa, and East 
Asia.
John W. Becky ’61, certified 
public accountant, has opened an 
office in San Bernardino, Calif.
Francis T. Peterson ’61, M.E. ’69 
has received a doctor of education 
from the University of Northern 
Colorado, Greeley.
Ron Smith ’61, M.S. ’62 is teach­
ing at Centralia, Wash., High 
School and also is head cross coun­
try and gymnastics coach. His wife, 
Nancy Therrell Smith ’62, teaches 
fifth grade at one of the elemen­
tary schools.
Maj. Leroy D. Limpus (Ret.) ’62 
has been promoted to chief of the 
Land Management Section and 
forester of Red River Army Depot, 
Texas.
Joseph E. Reber ’62, J.D. ’65, at­
torney, has been elected president 
of the First Judicial District Bar 
Association; appointed by the Hel­
ena City Commission to the Down­
t o w n  Development Committee, 
serves as a director for the Big 
Brothers and Sisters of Helena, 
Inc.; is general partner in Modern- 
Care Management of Western Care 
Nursing Home.
Career counselors to advise
job-seeking students at UM
In the past many UM alumni and 
friends have expressed a desire to 
do more than contribute material 
gifts to the University. Some of 
these persons have said they would 
like to become more directly in­
volved with UM students.
The Alumni Association is offer­
ing an opportunity for alumni and 
friends with professional back­
grounds to serve students through 
an informal career counseling pro­
gram, called Project: Career Coun­
selors. Volunteers for this project 
will be extending the benefit of 
their professional expertise to stu­
dents who are considering entering 
a similar occupation upon gradua­
tion.
Students participating in the 
program will make appointments 
through the alumni office with 
professionals in their hometown or 
any Montana town, and will visit 
with their “career counselor” at 
his or her office or plant.
Career counselors will be ex­
pected to provide students with 
such pertinent information as sal­
ary range, licensing requirements 
and working conditions. The stu­
dents will inquire about realistic 
aspects of the job situation.
The alumni office will maintain 
files which will be made available 
to all students who want to set up 
appointments with career coun­
selors. Information received from
the professional people will 'be 
shared with the UM Counseling 
and Testing Center and with the 
Placement Center.
Interested persons may indicate 
willingness to serve as career coun­
selors or may request additional 
information by clipping and re­
turning the coupon found on this 
page. Volunteers from outside 
Montana will be contacted for ap­
pointments during UM vacations, 
and volunteers living in Montana 
may be contacted during the aca­
demic year as well as during vaca­
tion periods. Volunteers should in­
dicate the best time during the 
year for student visits.
PROJECT: CAREER COUNSELORS 
UM Alumni Center, Missoula, Mont. 59801 (406) 243-5211
Please check one or more of the following statements:
□  Yes, I would be willing to talk with UM students about my profession.
□  I want to participate in the program but need additional information.
□  I want to participate in the program but will have to limit visits with students to the following
season(s)___________________________





S ta te______________________Z ip __
____  Specialization _______________
alumnotes
Lawrence L. Budden ’63 has 
been promoted to store manager 
of International Harvester, Sunny- 
side, Wash.
George M. Fusko ’63 received a 
master of arts in teaching of sci­
ence from Western Michigan Uni­
versity, Kalamazoo.
Robert J. McArthur ’63 was pro­
moted to vice president and man­
ager of Security National Bank, 
Oakland, Calif., office.
Dennis D. Schulz ’63 is secre­
tary-treasurer of the North Dakota 
Real Estate Commission, Bismarck.
William E. Whitelaw ’63 writes 
that he and his wife left Kenya 
in October 1971, toured Europe 
through December, and returned to 
the University of Oregon for win­
ter term.
Gerald R, Allen ’64, J.D. ’66 has 
become associated in the general 
practice of law with the firm of 
Corette, Smith & Dean, Butte.
Marshall W. 
Dennis
Marshall W. Dennis ’64, J.D. ’67 
has accepted an invitation to be a 
professional lecturer at American 
University, Washington, D.C., to 
teach in the field of Real Estate 
and Urban Development.
Gregory L. Hanson ’64, J.D. ’71 
is on active duty with the U.S. Air 
Force, Los Angeles AFS, El Se- 
gundo, Calif.
Douglas M. James ’64 teaches 
chorus in Libby, and his wife, 
Linda Mar Porter James ’64, in­
structs music students.
Thomas F. Laird ’64 is president 
and general manager of Petroleum 
Data Systems, a Denver computer 
service company.
Capt. Jacob M. Nelson III ’64, 
auditor at Lindsey AB, Germany, 
has received the U.S. Air Force 
Commendation Medal for merito­
rious service at Athenai Airport, 
Greece.
Louis P. Dudas ’65 teaches 
French and coaches soccer in Edi­
son, N.J.
Harold J. (Hal) Fraser Jr. ’65 is 
assistant manager, Golden Gate 
Branch, Bank of America, San 
Francisco.
Capt. Everett R. Lajoie Jr. ’65 is 
attending the Transportation Offi­
cer’s Advanced Course, Ft. Eustis, 
Va.
Mary Ellen Myrene ’65 is a re­
porter for the New York Bureau 
of Associated Press.
Ronald R. Randall Jr. ’65 re­
ceived his Ph.D. in political science 
from the University of Wisconsin 
and is teaching in the Political Sci­
ence Dept., University of Toledo.
Capt. Thomas Stauffacher ’66 is 
attending the Florida Institute of 
Technology, Melbourne, working 
on a master of science degree in 
management, while still on active 
duty with the U.S. Army.
John D. Wilson ’66 is a computer 
systems analyst with the North 
Carolina State Board of Education. 
His wife, Joey Elder Wilson ’67, 
works in the laboratory of Rex 
Memorial Hospital, Raleigh.
William E. Dean '67, Davenport, 
Iowa, is a sales representative for 
Dean Foods Co.
Capt. Michael J. Doyle ’67 is a 
C-7A Caribou tactical airlift air­
craft instructor pilot, Dyess AFB, 
Tex.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel M. Good 
’67 (Cheryl V. Good ’67) are em­
ployed by Cordova, Alaska, public 
schools—he as a high school li­
brarian and she as a third grade 
teacher.
Capt. Randall F. Moy ’67, M.A. 
’69 works on the Titan II missile, 
Davis Monthan AFB, Tucson, Ariz. 
From his M.A., articles have been 
published in the Journal of Mam­
malogy and the American Journal 
of Anatomy.
Col. Richard E. J. Scott M.A. ’67, 
professor of aerospace studies, has 
been selected as one of 10 Honor 
Professors for 1971-72 at North 
Texas State University, Denton.
Selected for teaching excellence, he 
will be featured in the 1972 Yucca, 
NTSU yearbook.
Lt. Norman J. Williams ’67 is 
employed by Airborne Freight 
Corp. as station manager for the 
Baltimore, Md., office.
Larry B. Alexander J.D. ’68 has 
become a partner in the law firm 
of McMullen, Brooke, Knapp & 
Grenier, Seattle.
Don E. Cornelius ’68 is general 
manager of the branch office of the 
New York City import-export firm, 
American Products and Services, 
Co., Inc., Djakarta, Indonesia.
Wallace E. Diede ’68 is an em­
ployment counselor in the Work 
Incentive Program for the Colo­
rado Department of Labor & Em­
ployment, Grand Junction.
Mr. and Mrs. Gale Glascock ’68 
are employed by Appalachian Re­
gional Hospitals, S. Williamson, 
Ky.
Chaning Hartelius ’68 graduated 
from George Washington Law 
School, June 1971; passed the Vir­
ginia Bar Examination, June 1971; 
passed the Montana Bar Examina­
tion, October 1971; works for the 
attorney general’s office, Helena.
Charles D. Parke ’69 is a second 
year student at the College of Os­
teopathic Medicine and Surgery, 
Des Moines, Iowa.
Chris Saladen ’69 Is a certified 
public accountant for Randall, Em­
ery, Campbell & Parker, Spokane, 
Wash.
Robert V. Siebel ’69 is employed 
by the Ev. Lutheran Good Samari­
tan Society as administrator of a 
nursing home in Colby, Kan. He 
also is administrator of a newly 
formed non-profit corporation, the 
Northwest Kansas Educational, Di­
agnostic and Referral Center for 
Children.
Rosemary H. Smith ’69, now li­
censed with the National Associa­
tion of Securities Dealers in the 
State of Washington, is in sales 
with Turbo Energy Systems, Inc.
Dr. Nancy Shubat (Nancy Lee 
Hanks Ph.D. ’69) has joined the 
staff of the Great Falls Clinic as a 
clinical psychologist. Her husband 
Edward Shubat Ph.D. ’69, is also 
a psychologist at the clinic.
Harry M. Miller ’69, Billings, has 
a management consultant firm for 
physicians and dentists—Montana 
Practice Management Services.
Mrs. John H. Newman (Susan 
Lucking Newman ’69) has been 
chosen “Citizen of the Year” by the 
Missoula division employees of the 
Montana Power Co. for the many 
hours she spent counseling others 
on avoidance of drugs.
Joseph J. W emex ’69 has been 
promoted to recreation planning 
engineer with the Washington 
State Department of Natural Re­
sources, Olympia.
’70 - ’71
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Bennetts ’70 
(Barbara Pallett Bennetts ’71) live 
in Los Angeles, where he works for 
the Century Plaza Hotel, a member 
of Western International Hotels, 
Inc.
Robert J. Berg ’70 has accepted 
a position in the New Zealand 
Symphony Orchestra.
John R. Blum  ’70 teaches fifth 
grade in Elgin, III.
Sp/4 James M. Brady ’70 is a 
fixed station technical controller 
with the U.S. Army Signal Corps, 
stationed in Germany.
Paul R. Carlson M.B.A. ’70 works 
for Arthur Andersen & Co., a na­
tional CPA firm, Minneapolis.
Melvin L. Cross ’70 is in a Ph.D. 
program in the Department of Eco­
nomics, Texas A & M University. 
He completed a master’s degree in 
the Department of Economics and 
Commerce, Simon Fraser Univer­
sity, Burnaby, B.C., Canada, in 
August 1971.
Patricia S. Fifer '70 teaches at 
Custer County High School, Miles 
City.
Steve Johnson ’70 is studying at 
Regensburg, Germany, under a 
University of Colorado Office of 
International Education S t u d y  
Abroad Program.
births
Daniel Edward to Mr. and Mrs. 
Thomas J. Altmaier ’60, M.E. ’69 
(Mary J. Ross ’62)
Ann Marie to Mr. and Mrs. Wil­
liam R. Baldwin M.E. ’65 (Sally Jo 
Baldwin M.E. ’64)
Shawn Dale to Mr. and Mrs. 
James D. Basolo ’63 
Heidi Kristine to Mr. and Mrs. 
Robert W. Boulter ’62 (Paula M. 
Boulter ’62)
Barbara Ann to Mr. and Mrs. 
Robert S. Bradbrook (Eleanor 
Bennett ’64)
James Erik to Mr. and Mrs. 
Keith D. Cabe (Nancy Halverson 
’65)
Douglas Brian to Mr. and Mrs. 
Wallace E. Diede ’68 (Sharon Jones 
Diede ’68)
Jacinda Kaye to Mr. and Mrs. 
Richard A. Farrell ’69 (Linda 
Lucht Farrell ’69)
marriages
Jan Rockford x’74 to Larry Bicha 
’70
Joanna E. Kinlaw to Capt. Wil­
liam R. Bolenske '67
Linda S. Seeley to A. Lee Buck- 
land '67
Georgia D. Craig to Lawrence O. 
Cragwick ’71 
Mary A. Jones ’68 to Ian Craw­
ford
Fay Allderdice ’71 to Stanley R. 
Danielsen '71 
Shelley K. Preston ’70 to Millard 
A. Dumas III ’69 
Vicki A. Foss ’71 to Allan W. 
Eve ’71
Merry A. Graver ’71 to Steven 
T. Gibson ’71 
Janice Carlson to Gale Glascock 
’68
Susan L. Bennett x’73 to Peter 
G. Graf ’71 
Kaye E. Caskey ’70 to Charles 
S. Johnson ’70
in memoriam
Mrs. Lynn Ambrose (Daisy Kel­
logg ’07) died Dec. 9,1971 in Olym­
pia, Wash.
Earl E. Andrus ’53, age 43, Mis­
soula, manager of Buttrey Food 
Stores since 1958 
Russell W. Booth x’41, age 55,- 
Great Falls; between 1945 and 1965 
employed at different times by 
General Paint Co., Bison Motor 
Co., Charteris Hardware, and 
Western Motors; then worked in 
the Cascade County assessor’s of­
fice three years before becoming 
chief deputy in the auditor’s office 
Andrew Boyd ’21, Milwaukee, 
Wis.; founder and president of An­
drew Boyd & Co., shipping agency; 
charter member of Phi Delta Theta 
at UM
Francis J. Butler J.D. ’50, age 
48, Spokane, Wash.; tax attorney; 
member of the American Bar As­
sociation of Washington, ’ Oregon, 
and Montana; member of Board of 
Regents of'Gonzaga; faculty mem­
ber of Gonzaga Law School 
J. Donald Higby x’43, age 53, 
Helena; part owner of the Grand 
Street Furniture Co.
University of Montana Alumni Association 
is pleased to announce that for the summer of 1972 it will sponsor a
TotirEtirope
for all interested alumni, 
parents, faculty, friends and 
their families. The tour 
leaves New York July 25 by 
jet for Paris and returns 
Aug. 14 from London after 
three weeks of fun and 
excitement.
Exciting features on this 
tour include the colorful 
sights of gay Paree, Amster­
dam, the “Venice of the 
North,” Germany, including 
a cruise on the Rhine River, 
charming Austria, the 
romantic cities of Italy,
the lovely lakeside city of 
Lucerne, wonderful Copen­
hagen, and historic and 
scenic London.
The tour price of $950 in­
cludes round-trip jet air 
transportation from New 
York, accommodations, 
sightseeing and transporta­
tion in Europe, and almost 
all meals. A professional 
tour company thoroughly 
familiar with European 
travel will take care of all 
details for a worry-free 
vacation.
Before departure you will 
receive full details on shop­
ping, currency, packing and 
other information to assist 
you with your travel prep­
arations. We hope you will 
take advantage of this 
unforgettable opportunity 
to travel with a congenial 
group of fellow travelers.
For full information write:
George Oechsli, executive secretary, University of Montana Alumni Association 
University of Montana, Missoula, Montana 59801
Col. Richard 
E. J. Scott
IT S  R O U G H  — Billy 
Mills, S o u t h  D a k o t a  
Sioux and Olympic gold 
m e d a l  w i n n e r 9 talks 
about being an Indian 
athlete. He spoke at a 
Kyi-Yo banquet.
KYI-YO
I N D I A N  YOUTH 
CONFERENCE
QUEEN LINDA—Linda Rid- 
ley, a Ute attending Utah 
State University, Logan, is 
crowned queen of the Kyi-Yo 
Indian Youth Conference.
INDIAN ARTISTRY—A  tHat- 
tor studies two original Indian 
paintings which were part of a 
conference art exhibit.
photos by carl  c hansen
H E ti ll O —- An Indian girl 
dressed in buckskin appraises 
activities at the fifth annual 
Kyi-Yo Indian Youth Confer­
ence held May 4-6 at the 
University. She was one of 
4£00 participants from, 53 
tribes throughout the United 
States.
A  FAMILY AFFAIR—A man 
and his granddaughter dance 
during a pow wow held the 
last night of the conference.
